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Season’s Greetings Floridians, 

 
Once again, as the holiday season approaches, my Office is pleased to provide this 2018 

Holiday Consumer Protection Guide, a compilation of consumer tips and product safety 

information assembled to help you enjoy a safe and satisfying shopping experience.  

 
This guide offers tips on making online purchases and avoiding charity scams. Also 

included is a list of items recalled by the U.S. Consumer Products Safety Commission in 

the past year, specifically focusing on children’s toys, common household goods and 

items that pose particular risk to kids and teens. These products have been recalled by 

their manufacturers because of safety and health concerns and include toys, clothing, 

furniture, sporting goods and other products that may be unsafe for children. I urge you to 

review this list for items that may need to be immediately removed from your home. 

Please also keep this guide handy as you purchase and receive gifts this holiday season.  

 
If you have questions regarding any of the tips discussed in this guide, feel free to contact 

my Citizens Services hotline at 1-866-9-NO-SCAM (1-866-966-7226), or visit our 

website at www.MyFloridaLegal.com. You can find more information on recalls and a 

comprehensive list of recalled items year-round at the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 

Commission’s website at www.CPSC.gov/en/Recalls.  

 
Have a safe and happy holiday season!  

 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 

Pam Bondi 

Florida Attorney General 

http://www.myfloridalegal.com/
http://www.cpsc.gov/en/Recalls
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Holiday Shopping Tips 

The holiday season is a time to be particularly mindful of ways your purchases can cost 
you more than expected. Below are some tips to help you keep your money safe while 

getting the most out of it:  

 When shopping online it is often wise to pay with a credit card instead of a debit
card, if possible. Both payment methods allow you to dispute a charge if the
merchandise never arrives or is different from what was ordered. However, with a
debit card, the purchase is already deducted from your bank account and it may
take days or weeks for your bank to reverse the charge.

 When ordering online, ensure that the web browser has a secure connection before
inputting or submitting payment information. In the address bar, a padlock should
appear if your session is secure.

 Know that some debit and credit card providers offer one-time card numbers to be
used for online transactions to further protect their cardholders. Log in to your
account or contact your card provider to see if it offers this service.

 Remember that when shopping online there are often additional costs such as
shipping and handling. Be sure to account for such additional charges when
comparing prices across retailers or when making the choice between an online
purchase or an in-store purchase.

 Keep your receipts and be sure you understand retailers’ return policies and
periods so you can return any unwanted item(s) for a full refund.

 Some retailers offer layaway plans or other payment options to allow shoppers to
pay for items in installments or at a later date. Before agreeing to such a plan, be
sure to ask whether the retailer charges a fee for its program and whether payments
and any fees are refundable if the purchase is canceled or the product is returned.

 When purchasing gift cards, know whether there is an additional activation fee,
and provide the activation receipt to the recipient. Additionally, consider the
retailer’s financial situation before buying a gift card. If the retailer closes or
declares bankruptcy, the recipient may not be able enjoy the card’s value.
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Charitable Giving Tips 

While the holiday season often puts many in a kind and charitable mood, be on the 
lookout for scam artists who may seek to take advantage of that spirit of giving. Below 

are tips to help ensure that your dollars do the most good this season: 

 Before donating, ensure that the charity is legitimate and eligible to solicit in the
State of Florida. Check to see if the charity is registered with the Florida
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services at www.800HelpFLA.com or
by calling 1-800-HELP-FLA (1-800-435-7352).

 Additionally, be sure you understand how much of a donation will actually go
toward the work of the charity, as opposed to administrative and fundraising
expenses. To learn about a registered charity’s spending, again visit
www.800HelpFLA.com and click on “Check-A-Charity” to ensure that its
spending aligns with your values.

 Do your homework and review any charitable solicitation carefully. Search online
to see what others may be saying about the charity. You may also contact the
Better Business Bureau’s Wise Giving Alliance at www.Give.org or Charity
Navigator at www.CharityNavigator.org to determine whether the charity has any
complaints against them.

 Do not give your credit card number or bank account information to someone who
has called or emailed you unsolicited. If you are interested in donating to a charity
that has contacted you, ask them to mail you information about the charity and a
pledge form. Legitimate charities should have no problem with this request.

 Watch out for similar sounding charities. It is not unusual for scam artists to
choose names that sound like the names of legitimate, widely-known charities.

 Know the difference between tax exempt and tax deductible. An organization that
is tax exempt does not have to pay taxes, but this does not necessarily mean that a
contribution you have made to it is tax deductible. To check whether an
organization is eligible to receive tax-deductible contributions, visit
https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos/.
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Product Recalls 

With so many purchases made in anticipation of and throughout the holidays, it is more 
important than ever to be vigilant about the safety of the products brought into your 

home. What follows is a compilation of 2017-2018 U.S. product recalls in an easy-to-use 
guide that I hope you will consult as you give and receive items this holiday season. 

The guide reproduces details about recalled toys, baby items, sporting and recreational 
goods, furniture, and household products that are either designed for or pose a particular 
risk to children and teenagers. These items were among the nearly 300 products recalled 
by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission between November 1, 2017, and 
November 15, 2018. For more information regarding these products or for a 
comprehensive list of all product recalls, please visit www.CPSC.gov.  

Dangerous and defective products are the subject of recalls every year. When a product is 
recalled, the law requires manufacturers and retailers to remove the products from their 
shelves. However, products subject to recall do sometimes slip by undetected and may 
remain on shelves. Others may have been purchased before the recall was even issued. 
Many products may also continue to be offered for sale online well after the recall 
through various online reseller websites. Therefore, it is always important to do your 
research to make sure that the products you are buying or bringing into your home are 
safe and free of defect.  

Taking a few minutes now to peruse this collection of recalled items will ensure a safer 
and more enjoyable holiday for you and yours.  
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Baby and Toddler 
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LILLEbaby Active Series Baby Carriers 

Hazard: The sliding chest-clip strap can detach from the 
shoulder strap, posing a fall hazard to the child in the carrier. 

This recall involves LÍLLÉbaby Active series baby carriers. 
These carriers can be worn by the caregiver with the baby 
strapped into the front or back position. The recalled carriers are 
the Active Series-Pro 6 in 1 in Space Dye Cobalt and Space 
Dye Grey and the Active All Seasons in Slate. Each carrier has 
a yellow colored tag on the front neck support, outside of the 
carrier and on the back, chest clip pad, both of which have 
“LÍLLÉ” printed in black lettering and “baby” printed in white 
lettering on the label. These carriers were sold online at 
LILLEbaby.com and Amazon.com for about $160.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled carriers and contact 
LÍLLÉbaby to receive a free replacement baby carrier and a full refund. 

Eddie Bauer Infant Carriers 

Hazard: The buckles on the infant carriers can break, posing a fall hazard to children. 

This recall involves Gold Inc.’s Eddie Bauer fabric infant carriers. They are worn by the 
parent or caregiver with the baby strapped into the front. 
The recalled carriers are black with “Eddie Bauer” and 
“First Adventure” printed in gray lettering on the front, 
outside of the carrier. These carriers were sold at Target 
stores nationwide and online for about $70.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled carriers and contact Gold Inc. to verify that the 
product is subject to this recall.  Once the product is 
verified, consumers will receive replacement products of 
comparable value or a full refund. 
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Tubeez Baby Bath Seats 

Hazard: The bath support seat fails to 
meet the federal safety standard including 
the requirements for stability. The bath 
seat can tip over or an infant can slip 
underneath the front support, posing a 
drowning hazard. 

This recall involves the Tubeez Baby Bath Support Seats. The baby bath support is a 
rigid plastic seat attached to a foam mat for use in the bathtub. The foam mat is either 
blue, with the model code B9150BL, or gray, with the model code B9150GY, and 
features multiple suction cups on the underside. The affected seats have the date codes 
1251-0916-enj-nacn or 1434-0617-enj-nacn printed on the underside of the mat. These 
seats were sold at Bealls Outlets nationwide for about $40.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bath support seats and 
contact Abond Group for a full refund. 

Jane Muum Strollers 

Hazard: The recalled strollers violate the federal Stroller and Carriage standard. An 
infant can pass through the opening between the 
stroller armrest and the seat bottom and his/her head 
and neck can become entrapped by the armrest, posing 
entrapment and strangulation hazards. 

This recall involves the US model of Jané Muum 
strollers. The recalled strollers have a black frame, a 
reclining seat or hammock that is reversible and a 
hood. An insert is sold with the stroller for smaller 
babies. There is a basket for storage underneath the 
stroller seat. The recalled strollers were sold in: dark 
gray and black (S85), light grey and black (S49), blue 
and black (S46) and green and black (S47). “Muum by 
Jané” is printed on the front bottom frame. “Muum” is 
printed on the side frame and on the handle. “Jané” 
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and “Muum,” “Jané USA LLC,” “Muum US 5399US/S85” 
or “S47,” “S49,” “S46” are printed on a label on the leg of 
the stroller. These strollers were sold at retailers nationwide 
and online for between $300 and $450.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled strollers and contact Jané for a free repair. The 
repair consists of a free replacement armrest. Consumers 
can continue using the recalled strollers if they remove the 
armrest and harness the child properly until they receive the 
replacement armrest. 

Dr. Brown’s Lovey Pacifier and Teether Holders 

Hazard: The snap can detach from the pacifier’s ribbon, posing a choking hazard for 
young children. 

This recall involves Dr. Brown’s Lovey pacifier and teether holders. The holders were 
sold in eight styles: Giraffe, Zebra, Turtle, Reindeer (Special Holiday Edition), Frog 
(Special Holiday Edition), Spring Bunny (Special Holiday Edition), Deer and Bunny. 
Only holders with the following lot codes are included in this recall: RICH0615, 
RICH0715, RICH0815, RICH1215, RICH0516, RICH0616, RICH0716, RICH1116, 
RICH1016, RICH0916, RICH1216, RICH0317, RICH0417, RICH0517, RICH0617, 

RICH0717, RICH0817, and RICH0917. 
The lot codes are printed on the tag 
attached to the holder. Consumers can 
confirm lot codes included in the recall 
at www.drbrownsbaby.com/recall-lovey. 
These holders were sold by retailers 
nationwide and online for about $10.  

Remedy: Consumer should immediately 
take the recalled holders away from 
young children and contact Handi-Craft 
for further instructions to receive a 
replacement product or comparable 
merchandise of equal or lesser value.  
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Babynest Crib Bumpers 
 
Hazard: The strings on the crib bumper exceed a 
safe length, posing a strangulation hazard to 
babies. 
 
This recall involves Babynest crib bumpers used 
in Babybay bedside sleeper cribs that attach to 
adult size beds. The recalled bumpers measure 60 inches long by 9.5 inches wide and 
were sold in seven colors; yellow, brown, green, blue, pink, white, gray with white stars, 
white with gray stars, gray with white polka dots, white with gray polka dots and white 
with blue stars. Affected SKU numbers include 167805, 167806, 167807, 167808, 
167810, 167811, 167814, 167815, 167816, 167817, and 167820. These crib bumpers 
were sold exclusively online at babybay.us for about $45 to $65.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled crib bumpers and 
contact Babybay for a full refund.  
 
Graco 6-in-1 Highchairs 
 
Hazard: The highchair’s rear legs can pivot out of position making the chair unstable 
and posing a fall hazard to a child in the highchair. 

 
This recall involves Graco Table2Table 6-in-1 highchairs 
with model number 1969721. The 6-in-1 highchairs 
convert to six different modes, including a traditional 
highchair, a booster seat and toddler chair and table. The 
highchair’s cushion is white with gold and gray polka 
dots. The model number is printed on a label on the 
underside of the toddler seat and on a label on the back of 
the booster seat. These highchairs were sold at Walmart 
stores nationwide and online at Walmart.com for about 
$100 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled highchairs and contact Graco for a free repair kit. 
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Multipro Baby Cradle N Swings 
 
Hazard: The bassinets fail to meet the 
mandatory federal safety standard for 
bassinets and cradles, posing fall and 
entrapment hazards to babies. 
 
This recall involves Multipro bassinets, 
an Indian style baby cradle. It has a 
swing framework with a pair of metal 
legs on the ends of the middle rod. The Cradle N Swing is designed to swing the child 
back and forth in a bassinet. The bassinet is made of polka dot fabric with a mesh 
opening on the side. The bassinet portion attaches to a plastic frame base and is sold in a 
variety of colors. Multipro is written on the outside of the storage bag. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the Multipro Baby Cradle N Swing, 
disassemble it and throw it away. Consumers who purchased the product on Amazon.com 
have been automatically issued a gift card refund for the full purchase price.  
 
Tuo Convertible High Chairs 
 
Hazard: The front legs on the highchair can detach from the seat, posing fall and injury 

hazards to children. 
 
This recall involves the charcoal colored Tuo 
convertible high chair, which can be converted into a 
toddler chair. The style numbers are 304200 and 
304200CN with a date code found on the back of the 
chair as follows: HH102016, HH11/2016, HH3/2017 
and HH4/2017. The highchairs have a reversible seat 
pad, removable tray, 5-point harness, beechwood 
footrest and legs. These chair were sold at retailers 
nationwide and online for about $160. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled high chairs and contact Skip Hop for a free 
replacement.  
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Vtech Lights & Lullabies Travel Mobiles 
 
Hazard: The clamp attaching the mobile to the 
crib rail can break causing the mobile to fall, 
posing an injury hazard to an infant in the crib. 
 
This recall involves VTech Lights & Lullabies 
Travel mobiles. The recalled mobiles were sold in 
blue and pink. The model numbers are 80-503000 
(blue) and 80-503050 (pink). The mobile measures 
5 inches wide by 15.8 inches tall. The model 
numbers are printed on the battery compartment 
door. These mobiles were sold in stores and online for about $25. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled mobiles and contact 
Vtech for a full refund or a replacement product. 
 
SquattyPottymus Toilet Step Stool  
 
Hazard: The top removable step on the recalled children’s toilet step stools can detach 
while a child is standing on it, posing injury and fall hazards. 
 
This recall involves the SquattyPottymus children’s toilet step stools used to assist a child 
in reaching a toilet seat. The plastic step stools measure about 15.8 by 16.8 by 10 inches 
and were sold individually or as a part of a set, which included a toilet seat and decorative 

stickers. The step stool is designed to look like a 
gray hippopotamus with blue or purple eyes. It has 
a height-adjusting aqua blue hat top step and cut-
outs that function as handles on each side. These 
step stools were sold online for about $50. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the children’s toilet step stools until they 
remove the hat. Consumers should contact Squatty 
Potty for instructions on returning the hat portion 
of the stool, free of cost, for a $10 refund.  
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Vornado Cribside Space Heaters 

Hazard: A broken motor mount can allow the electric 
heating element to come in contact with the interior plastic 
materials and ignite, posing fire and burn hazards. 

This recall involves Vornado Sunny CS (cribside) model 
EH1-0090 electric space heaters. They were sold in white 
with an accent of melon and gray colors. The controls are 
mounted in a soft touch panel on the top of the unit with a 
multi-color display in the center of the control panel. 
“Vornadobaby” is printed on the side of the heater. The 
model/type “SUNNY CS EH1-0090” and serial number are 
printed on a silver decal on the bottom of the unit under the elastic cord wrap. The 
recalled heaters have the numbers 1 and 7 as the fourth and fifth digits of the serial 
number (XXX17-XXXXXX). These heaters were sold for about $100.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled space heaters, unplug 
them and contact Vornado for instructions on how to receive a free replacement unit, 
including free shipping. 
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H.I.S. Girl’s Clothing & Jewelry Sets

Hazard: The necklace contains levels of lead that 
exceed the federal lead content ban.  

This recall involves Self-Esteem brand girl’s 
clothing sets with a gold leaf pendant necklace. 
The recalled clothing sets consists of three items: a 
short-sleeve teal top with cut-out shoulders, a navy 
legging with a teal floral print and a pendant 
necklace with an orange and teal center. The 
recalled clothing sets have style number 
PO#71160/LOT9 and a date of production of 
10/2017 printed on a white label on the inside of 
the garment. These sets were sold in girl’s sizes 4x-12x at Burlington and Shopko stores 
for about $14. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the necklace from the recalled 
clothing sets and return it to the place of purchase for a full refund. 

Fantasia (Cat & Jack) Slap Bracelets 

Hazard: The slap bracelet’s metal wristband can pierce the protective fabric around it 
and expose sharp edges, posing a laceration hazard.  

This recall involves children’s furry critter plush slap 
bracelets in panda, unicorn and heart designs. The 
recalled bracelets are made of a metal band covered 
with a protective fabric. These bracelets were sold 
exclusively at Target stores and online at Target.com 
for about $5.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled bracelets and contact Fantasia Accessories 
to receive a free replacement product.  
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Boy Scouts Neckerchief Slides 

Hazard: The colored enamel on the neckerchief 
slides contains levels of lead that exceed the federal 
lead content ban. 

This recall involves Boy Scouts of America’s 
neckerchief slides. The brass neckerchief slides were 
sold in four styles: red wolf, green bear, orange lion 
and blue Webelos. “Made in China” and P.O. 
number 200228276, 20023175, 200233281 or 200236630 are printed on a white label 
attached to the back of the neckerchief slide. These slides were Boy Scouts of America 
retail stores and authorized distributors nationwide for about $6.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled neckerchief slides, take 
them away from children and return them to any Boy Scouts of America retail store or 
distributor for a free replacement.  

ED by Ellen DeGeneres Coveralls 

Hazard: The bunny applique can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children. 

This recall involves infant ED by Ellen DeGeneres coveralls with hat. The pink striped, 
two-piece, long-sleeve coveralls are 100% cotton. They have a kangaroo pocket and 
bunny-shaped applique on the left chest, a hat with pompom and snaps in the crotch. 

Style ED01210 was sold in infant sizes 3M, 6M and 
9M; and style ED13210 was sold in 12M, 18M and 
24M. The style number and manufacture date code of 
August 2017 (08/2017) are printed on the inside 
garment tag located inside the seam of the garment. 
These coveralls were sold nationwide and online for 
about $16.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled coveralls and return them to the place of 
purchase for a full refund.    
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Okie Dokie Denim Shorts 

Hazard: The patches on the shorts can detach, posing 
a choking hazard. 

This recall involves Okie Dokie Denim Patches 
Shortie shorts. The shorts were sold in toddler sizes 
2T through 5T. The item number 324-8191 and date 
code 12/17 are printed on a white tag on the inside back seam of the shorts. These shorts 
were sold at JCPenney stores and online at JCPenney.com for about $22.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the shorts and contact JCPenney for 
instructions on returning the shorts for a full refund in the form of a gift card.  

Allura Children’s Pajamas 

Hazard: The children’s pajamas fail to meet the flammability standard for sleepwear. 

This recall involves two styles of children’s sleepwear garments. The first garment is a 
100% polyester fleece pajama pant with the brand name “Sweet N Sassy” on the waist 
label and hang tag. The style number is located on the back of the brand label at the 
center waist. The second garment is a 95% polyester and 5% spandex onesie with long-

sleeves, a hood and front zipper with the brand name “Delia’s 
Girl” at the neck label and hang tag. The style number is located 
on the back of the brand label at the neck. The garments were 
sold in children’s sizes 4-6x and 7-16 in a variety of colors and 
prints. Recalled style numbers include: S65300, S65301, 
S65302, S65303, S67300, S67301, S67302, S67303, 65477, and 
67477. These pajamas were sold at retailers nationwide and 
online for between $8 and $13.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled 
sleepwear, take it away from children and contact Allura for a 
full refund. 
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Carter’s 3-Piece Penguin Sets 

Hazard: The cardigan’s toggle button can detach, 
posing a choking hazard. 

This recall involves Carter’s 3-piece penguin 
cardigan sets. The recalled sets consist of a white 
embroidered penguin bodysuit, a grey cardigan with 
a hood and matching pair of pants. They were sold in 
sizes newborn to 24 months. Style number 127G596 
and the UPC number are printed on the care tag sewn 
on the inside of the cardigan. The UPC numbers are 
190795798203, 190795798166, 190795798173, 
190795798180, 190795798135, 190795798142, 
190795798159. These sets were sold in retailers nationwide and online for about $40. 

Remedy: Consumer should immediately take the recalled sets away from children, stop 
using them and contact Carter’s for a full refund in the form of a gift card.  

PAW PATROL Marshall Hat with Flashlight 

Hazard: The batteries in the flashlight can overheat, posing burn and fire hazards. 

The PAW PATROL Marshall hats are red with a yellow ribbon, black and white spotted 
dog ears and a black flash light attached to the side of the 
hat. The flashlight is included with the hat and they share 
the SKU number. Only flashlights with SKU 01292093 
and date codes 1703RY01, 1603RY01, and 1503RY01 
are involved in this recall. The SKU number and date 
codes are on the sewn in label under the ear on the hat. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the 
flashlight that was sold with the hat away from children, 
stop using it, remove the batteries and dispose of the 
flashlight and contact Spirit Halloween for a full refund. 
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Cat & Jack Girls’ Studded Skinny Jeans 

Hazard: The metal stars can detach, posing a laceration 
hazard. 

This recall involves Cat & Jack Girls’ Star Studded 
Skinny Jeans. The jeans were sold in sizes 4–18P and 
have metal stars on the front bottom portion of the 
legs.  “Cat & Jack” and the words “Super Skinny” are 
printed on the inside waistband of the jeans.  The hangtag 
attached to the jeans has one of the numbers in the 
sequence from 205-03-1377 to 205-03-1392 at the top of 
the tag. These jeans were sold at Target stores nationwide 
and at Target.com for about $18.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop wearing 
the recalled jeans and return them to any Target store for 
a full refund. 

PL Sleep Children’s Sleepwear 

Hazard: The sleepwear fails to meet the flammability standards for children’s sleepwear. 

This recall involves PL Sleep’s children’s 100 percent polyester nightgowns. The 
nightgown has a gray and white snowflake print on 
the long sleeves and a faux Sherpa fleece body 
with a red scarf, three black buttons and black belt 
decoration on the front. PL Sleep and model 
numbers 17FT62F561 and #101 are printed on a 
label sewn into the left inside seam. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the 
recalled nightgowns away from children and return 
the garments to the retailer where they were 
purchased or contact Lemur Group for instructions 
to get a full refund of the purchase price. 
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Tea Living Children’s Rompers 

Hazard: The snaps near the collar can detach, 
posing a choking hazard to young children. 

This recall involves two styles of children’s rompers 
sold in sizes 0-3 months and 18-24 months. They are 
Vermillion Painted OPP Floral Romper with style 
number 7F32500, and the Shocking Fuchsia Rose 
Romper with style number 7F32504. The Vermillion 
rompers are red with white floral print, and the 
Shocking Fuchsia are maroon with a pink floral 
print. The style number is printed on a tag sewn on 
the inside of the garment located in the waist area.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled rompers away from children 
and contact Tea Living for a full refund. 

Alstyle Infant Bodysuit 

Hazard: The snaps at the crotch can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children. 

This recall involves Alstyle infant bodysuits. The 100% cotton, short-sleeved bodysuits 
were sold in black, blue, pink and white. They have a 
lap shoulder construction with three-snap closure at the 
crotch. The bodysuits were sold in sizes 6M, 12M and 
18M. “Alstyle” and “Made in Mexico” are printed on 
the neck label and “CAT – # – J” is printed on a white 
label sewn into the left inside seam. These were sold 
wholesale nationwide to designers and screen printers, 
so they likely have additional adornment or design.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled bodysuits and contact Alstyle for 
instructions on returning the recalled bodysuits free of 
cost and to receive a $10 Alstyle gift card per bodysuit. 
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Children’s 3-Piece Pajama Set 

Hazard: The children’s pajama sets fail to meet flammability 
standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn 
injuries to children. 

This recall involves children’s 100 percent polyester, three-
piece pajama sets that include a printed long-sleeve shirt, pants 
and a coordinating solid color robe that has matching printed 
lapels and cuffs. Each of the garments has a sewn-in side label 
that has “RN number 74747” printed on it, and underneath that 
label another sewn-in label that has PO# 3515 or 3516, a style 
number, and the phone number 1-800-BASS PRO. Only 
sleepwear in the following style numbers and with a label 
identifying PO# 3515 or 3516 are included in the recall: 
6904536, 6904537, 6904538, 6904539, 6904540, 6904541, 
6904542, and 6904543. These pajama sets were sold exclusively by Bass Pro Shops for 
about $25.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled pajama sets away from 
children and contact Wohali for instructions on receiving a pre-paid shipping label to 
return the pajama sets in exchange for a full refund in the form of a Bass Pro gift card. 

One Stop Children’s Pajama Sets 

Hazard: The children’s pajama sets fail to meet flammability standards for children’s 
sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to 
children. 

This recall involves children’s 100 percent 
cotton knit, two-piece, long-sleeve top and 
pant pajama sets. They were sold in three 
different styles: Santa Claus print with a 
white button and black and gold belt 
screenprint; Elf screenprint with a white 
Peter Pan collar, three red buttons and a 
black and gold belt; and reindeer 
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screenprint on the top with a Faire Isle 
pattern on the pant and a reindeer on the top. 
“Mad Engine” “RN 129993” and the size are 
on the neck label. The pajama sets were sold 
in children’s sizes XXS, XS, S, M, L and 
XL. Mad Engine claims these recalled
pajama sets are counterfeit.

Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
take the recalled pajamas away from children 
and contact One Stop Shop for a full refund.  

Woolino Children’s Pajamas 

Hazard: The children’s pajama sets fail to 
meet flammability standards for children’s 
sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to 
children. 

This recall involves children’s 100 percent 
merino wool one-piece, long-sleeve, footed 
pajamas. They have a blue, gray, lilac or lilac 
gray horizontal stripe print and a zipper that 
extends from the center of the neckline down to 
the left ankle. The sleepwear was sold in sizes 
6-12 months, 12-18 months, 18-24 months and
2T. Woolino and the size are printed on the
back of the neckline. These pajamas were sold
in stores and online for between $50 and $60.

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled sleepwear away from children 
and contact Woolino for a full refund. 
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RH Metal-Wrapped Coffee Tables 

Hazard: The tables’ metal top can contain 
lead and presents a risk of lead exposure to 
children. 

This recall involves RH Annecy and La 
Salle metal-wrapped coffee tables. The 
recalled coffee tables are rectangular with 
thin sheets of dark-colored metal wrapped 
around the frame to form the outside of the coffee table. Recalled coffee tables must have 
one of the following item numbers (61010725ZINC, 61010678ZINC, 61010728ZINC, 
61190191ZINC, 61190193ZINC, or 61190195ZINC) and one of following P.O. numbers 
(1663995, 1819764, 1880365, 1897071, 2023453, 2060484, 2134094, 2255203, 
1664594, 1819766, 1880366, 1898899, 2023457, 2079266, 2134098, 2291540, 1664595, 
1819768, 1880367, 1898901, 2023459, 2079267, 2204622, 2291574, 1664598, 1826464, 
1880368, 1898902, 2023463, 2079268, 2253481, 2309272, 1664599, 1826468, 1880381, 
1900615, 2041955, 2079269, 2253482, 2309274, 1664600, 1826469, 1880382, 1917737, 
2051946, 2079270, 2253483, 2309275, 1713610, 1826470, 1880383, 1920913, 2060479, 
2079271, 2253484, 2309277, 1713611, 1859759, 1880385, 1920937, 2060481, 2079272, 
2255200, 2329698, 1713612, 1859760, 1885882, 1933832, 2060482, 2079273, 2255201, 
253950, 1819762, 1859761, 1885883, 1933891, 2060483, 2107239, 2255202, or 
259442). Item and P.O. numbers are printed on a green sticker underneath the coffee 
table. If the table does not have a green sticker contact RH to determine if the table is part 
of the recall. These coffee tables were sold at RH Galleries and online at 
RestorationHardware.com for between $1,900 and $2,600.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled coffee tables, cover 
the tables, and place the table out of the 
reach of children. Consumers can contact 
RH to receive a full refund or a free 
replacement table. 
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World Market Hartley Daybeds 
 
Hazard: The removable bottom 
cushion on the daybed fails to meet the 
federal flammability standard for 
mattresses.  
 
This recall involves the Hartley Flip 
Daybeds. The recalled daybeds are a 
light gray upholstered duet daybed 
sofa. The SKU/UPC 535790/00000025357905 is printed on the UPC label attached to the 
underside of the daybed. These daybeds were sold exclusively at World Market for about 
$550.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled daybeds and return the 
removable bottom cushion to any Cost Plus World Market or World Market store for a 
free replacement bottom cushion. 
 

Jimco Outdoor Folding Chairs 
 
Hazard: The chair’s seat can break, posing a fall hazard.  
 
This recall involves Jimco Outdoor Folding Bistro Chairs 
in graywash and teak finishes. The Bistro Chairs are 
wooden foldable chairs. The chairs were sold individually 
at TJ Maxx and Marshalls, and as part of a set with two 
chairs and a table at HomeGoods and Sierra Trading Post 
for between $20 and $130. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled chairs and contact the firm for instructions on how 
to return the chairs for a full refund of the purchase price. 
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TJX Companies Swivel Barstools 
 
Hazard: The wooden joints on the barstool can break, 
posing a fall hazard. 
 
This recall involves TJX swivel barstools with a beige, blue 
or gray fabric back and seat, and wooden legs. The barstools 
measure about18 inches wide, 22.8 inches deep and 40.9 
inches high. One of the following tag numbers is printed on 
the product hang tag: 081578, 081582, 081586, 081640, 
081643, 081651, 081656, 081658, 081660, 527110, 527113, 
527118, 527121, 527126, 527128, 533088, 726376, 726377, 
726380, 726386, 726387 and 726393. These barstools were 
sold at HomeGoods, Marshalls and T.J. Maxx stores 
nationwide for between $100 and $130. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled barstools and return 
them to any Home Goods, Marshalls or T.J. Maxx store for a full refund. 
 
Outdoor Gas Fire Pit Table 
 
Hazard: The bowl base of the fire pits lacks a heat shield to protect consumers from 
burns while turning off the propane tank after use, posing a burn hazard. 
 
This recall involves Hampton Bay 50,000 BTU, 30-inch Cross Ridge Outdoor Gas Fire 

Pit Table Patio Heaters with model number 
G-FTB51057B and UPC 6944937601579. 
The fire pit has an antique bronze finish 
with a natural slate tabletop and a black 
base that holds a propane tank. The model 
and UPC are printed on the product’s 
packaging. These fire pits were sold by 
Home Depot for about $200.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should contact Yayi 
for a free repair kit which includes a heat 
shield and installation instructions. 
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West Elm Jensen Glass Tables 

Hazard: The tempered glass top can shatter 
unexpectedly, posing a laceration and injury 
hazard to the user or bystanders. 

This recall involves West Elm Jensen 
rectangular glass tables. The tables have a 
solid wood A-frame base and a clear glass 
top. The table measures 76 inches long by 36 inches wide by 30 inches high. Only 
rectangular tables with SKU number 4737003 or 7912629 are included in the recall. The 
SKU number is printed on the table’s packaging. These tables were sold by West Elm for 
between $480 and $600. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled tables and contact West 
Elm to receive a free replacement table top.  

Regency Ultimate Gas Stove Fireplaces 

Hazard: The pressure release system can fail and cause the gas stove to explode, posing 
explosion and injury hazards. 

This recall involves Regency Ultimate U37 and U39 direct vent gas stove fireplaces. 
They were sold in black and have gold or silver trim around the glass doors. “Regency” is 
printed on the front, bottom left corner of the pedestals of the stoves. The following 
model and serial numbers are included in the recall and are printed on a label located on 

the inside of the front panel door: Model U39 with 
ranges 41001-42602, 223000001-223008520, or 
315000001-315012548 or Model U37 with ranges 
13735-13763, 31001-31795, 221000025-
221002269, 221031585-221031745, or 
313000001-313000457.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled gas stoves, turn off the gas 
supply to the unit, and contact Regency to 
schedule a free repair. 
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Ross Bistro Chairs 
 
Hazard: The chair’s frame can break, posing a fall hazard to 
consumers. 
 
This recall involves Bronze Hammered bistro chairs. The chairs 
measure 37 inches tall; and have a round seat and a heart-shaped 
backrest. SKU number 400167187741 can be found on a tag 
attached to the chair or on a sticker on the underside of the seat. 
These chairs were sold exclusively at Ross stores nationwide for 
about $25.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled 
chairs and return them to any Ross store for a full refund. 
 
Poppin Pitch Rolling Chairs 
 
Hazard: The seat plate can break and detach from the seat base, posing a fall hazard. 
 

This recall involves Pitch model rolling chairs. 
The chair is upholstered in fabric and was sold 
in five colors: Red (model #: 103772), Blue 
(model #: 103767), Dark Gray (model #: 
103769), Khaki (model #: 103771), and Dark 
Blue (model #: 103768). The chair has a 
chrome-plated base, five roller wheels and 
measures about 33 inches tall and 25.5 inches 
wide. The Poppin logo and model number are 
printed on the chair’s seat plate underneath the 
chair. These chairs were sold by Poppin for 
about $400.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled chairs and contact Poppin for 
a free repair, including a new seat plate 
mechanism and installation. 
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Hillsdale Bar Stools 

Hazard: The stool seat can loosen or break off at the 
base, posing a fall hazard to the user. 

This recall involves Polston and Collin models of swivel 
backless bar stools. The Polston bar stools have a tan seat 
cushion and metal base with four legs and were sold in a 
mocha color. The Collin bar stools have a wooden seat 
and metal base with four legs and were sold in two colors: 
mocha and white. The model number is printed on the 
packaging and in the assembly instructions. Affected 
model numbers include: 6316-826, 6316-830, 6327-831, 
and 6316-832.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bar stools and contact 
Hillsdale Furniture for a full refund.  

Land of Nod Toddler Beds 

Hazard: The headboard can disconnect from the bed frame and fall onto the bed, posing 
an entrapment hazard to children. 

This recall involves The Land of Nod’s Nook toddler beds. The toddler bed has a green 
and gray headboard with a gray 
footboard. “The Land of Nod”, 
“Made in Vietnam” and SKU 
number “404485” are printed on a 
label attached to toddler bed 
headboard and footboard. 

Remedy: Consumer should 
immediately take the recalled 
toddler bed away from children and 
contact The Land of Nod for 
instructions on receiving a full 
refund. 
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Marseille Dining Benches 

Hazard: The foam seat cushion and 
base can crack in the middle and cause 
the bench to collapse, posing a fall 
hazard. 

The recall involves Marseille dining benches with four legs. The benches were sold in 
black and brown with beige linen seat cushions. The benches were made of rubber wood. 
The bench measures about 52 inches by 18 inches wide. The model number is VH1103 
and can be found on the product label on the bottom of the bench. These benches were 
sold in retailers nationwide and online for about $150. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled benches and contact 
Vilo Home for a full refund. 

Amazon Home Life Mattresses 

Hazard: The mattresses fail to meet the mandatory federal flammability standard for 
mattresses, posing a fire hazard. 

This recall involves Basic 6-inch and Basic 8-inch models Home Life mattresses sold in 
twin, full, queen and king sizes. Recalled matresses are ivory with tan and gray. “Made 
For: Superior Importers company, 502 Jersey Avenue, New Brunswick, NJ 08901”is 
printed on a white tag located on the top side near the foot of the mattress. These 
mattresses were sold exclusively at Amazon.com for between $50 and $150. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled mattresses and contact 
Superior Importers or 
the place of purchase 
for instructions on 
receiving a free 
mattress cover to bring 
the mattress into 
compliance with the 
federal standard. 
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Crate and Barrel 
Dakota Benches 
 
Hazard: The benches 
can tip over while in use, 
posing a fall hazard. 
 
This recall involves the 
Dakota wooden bench. 
The bench has two legs and was sold in two sizes: 51 inches wide by 18 inches tall and 
71 inches wide and 18 inches tall. These benches were sold by Crate and Barrel for 
between $600 and $800.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled benches and contact 
Crate and Barrel for a free repair.  
 

Dream On Me Crib and Toddler Bed Mattresses 
 
Hazard: The mattresses fail to meet the mandatory federal 
flammability standard for mattresses, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves Dream On Me spring and foam 
mattresses for cribs and toddler beds. The recalled 
mattresses were sold in a variety of colors and prints. The 
model number and date of manufacture are printed on a tag 
on the top center of the mattress. A complete list of recalled 
mattresses can be found at www.dreamonme.com and click 
on “Customer Care”. These mattresses were sold online for 
between $40 and $90.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled mattresses and contact Dream On Me to receive a 
free mattress cover to bring the mattress into compliance 
with the federal flammability standard. 
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IKEA Chests and Dressers 

Hazard: The recalled chests and dressers 
are unstable if they are not properly 
anchored to the wall, posing serious tip-
over and entrapment hazards that can 
result in injuries or death to children. 

This recall reannouncement involves 
MALM and other IKEA chests and 
dressers that do not comply with the 
requirements of the U.S. voluntary 
industry standard (ASTM F2057-14).  The 
recalled children’s and adult chests and dressers include the MALM 3-drawer, 4-drawer, 
5-drawer and three 6-drawer models and other non-MALM models.  The recalled
children’s chests and dressers are taller than 23.5 inches; recalled adult chests and

dressers are taller than 29.5 inches. The MALM chests and 
dressers are constructed of particleboard or fiberboard and 
are white, birch (veneer), medium brown, black-brown, white 
stained oak (veneer), oak (veneer), pink, turquoise, grey, 
grey-turquoise, lilac, green, brown stained ash (veneer), and 
black.  A 5-digit supplier number, 4-digit date stamp, IKEA 
logo, country of origin and “MALM” are printed on the 
underside of the top panel or inside the side panel. To see a 
complete list of other non-MALM chests and dressers 
included in this recall, click on this link www.IKEA-
USA.com or http://www.ikea.com/ms/en_US/ikea-chest-and-
dresser-recall/index.html on IKEA’s website.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any 
recalled chest or dresser that is not properly anchored to the 
wall and place it in an area that children cannot access. 
Contact IKEA for a choice between two options: refund or a 
free wall-anchoring kit. IKEA will pick up the recalled 
dressers free of charge or provide a one-time, free in-home 
wall-anchoring service for consumers upon request. 
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Rockler Murphy 
Bed Hardware Kits 

Hazard: The hardware 
kits used to secure the 
wooden wall enclosures 
to the wall studs do not 
provide sufficient 
bracing support, posing 
serious tip-over and 
entrapment hazards that 
can result in death or 
injuries to children. 

This recall involves all I-Semble vertical and horizontal Murphy Bed hardware kits. The 
kits are used to assemble fold down beds and were sold in three sizes: twin, full and 
queen.The model numbers for the I-Semble vertical-mount Murphy bed hardware kit 
with mattress platform are: twin size, model #54877, full size, model #55991 and queen 
size, model #54386. The I-Semble horizontal-mount Murphy bed hardware kit with 
mattress platform twin size, model #50479, full size, model #53155 and queen size, 
model #58262 . They include a metal bed frame with wood slats for the mattress 
platform, a metal leg to support the foot of the mattress platform, mounting brackets to 
attach the metal bed frame to the wooden enclosure built by consumers, wall brackets to 
secure the wood enclosure to wall studs, and associated screws and bolts. These kits were 
sold by Rockler for between $300 and $400. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using Murphy beds built using the 
recalled hardware kits, and contact Rockler for a free replacement repair kit with 
instructions. 
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Sleep Number 360 Smart Bed Foot 
Warmers 

Hazard: The foot warmer under the 
mattress cover can short circuit and 
overheat, posing a burn hazard. 

This recall involves the foot warmer 
sold exclusively with Sleep Number 360 
smart beds (models i7 and i10) when 
combined with a FlexFit 3 adjustable 
base. The beds were sold in the 

following sizes: TwinXL, Full, Queen, King, FlexTop King, Cal King, Split King, Split 
Cal King and FlexTop Cal King and were also provided for consumer research purposes 
to select consumers beginning in November 2016. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using and disable the foot warmer in their 
Sleep Number 360 smart bed using the instructions provided by the company.  
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Lifetone Bedside Fire Alarm and Clock 

Hazard: The bedside fire alarm can fail to 
operate and fully alert consumers to a fire.  

This recall involves Lifetone HLAC151 
Bedside Fire Alarm and Clock with serial 
numbers ranging from AC160600001 through 
AC160604102 and AC170100001 through 
AC170106030 only. The serial number is printed on the left side of the silver sticker on 
the bottom of the unit. The bedside alarm and clock is an assistive alerting device 
intended for in-home use by individuals with hearing loss. These alarms were sold online 
at www.lifetonesafety.com for about $215 and installed by fire departments and the 
American Red Cross nationwide from November 2016 through September 2018. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled product and contact 
Lifetone Technology for instructions on receiving a free replacement. 

Mountain Warehouse Children’s Water Bottles 

Hazard: The water bottle’s spout can detach, exposing a small 
ring that poses a choking hazard to children.  

This recall involves a plastic 350ml children’s water bottle. The 
water bottles come with a screw on solid color top with a pop-up 
straw and handle. The water bottles were sold in multiple colors 
and prints including: tractors, hedgehogs, sharks, fish and horses. 
Only these bottles are included in the recall. These bottles were 
sold at Mountain Warehouse stores nationwide and online from 
July 2017 through September 2018 for about $10. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the bottles, 
take them away from children and contact Mountain Warehouse 
for a full refund. 
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Numbify, Pre-TAT Tattoo, Superior Pain & Itch 
Relief, and Soothing Sore Relief  

Hazard: The packaging is not child resistant as required by 
the Poison Prevention Packaging Act. These creams, sprays 
and gels contain lidocaine, posing a risk of poisoning to 
young children if they put it on their skin or ingest it.   

This recall involves all Pain Relief Naturally lidocaine-containing products including 
Numbify, Extra Strength Numbify, Pre-TAT Tattoo, Superior Pain & Itch Relief, and 
Soothing Sore Relief creams, sprays, gels and liquid gels.  The recalled products were 
sold in 1, 2 and 4 ounce size containers. The products have black packaging with the 
name of the product in gold, red, or green lettering. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location, out of 
reach of children and contact the firm to receive a free replacement cap.  

Brookstone Wireless Speakers 

Hazard: The lithium ion batteries in the wireless speakers can overheat and catch fire, 
posing a fire hazard. 

This recall involves Brookstone Big Blue Party indoor/outdoor wireless speakers. The 
recalled speakers are silver or gray colored and measure about 6 
inches wide by 6 inches deep by 16 inches tall. Recalled SKU 
numbers include: 849504, 318417, and 952645. The SKU is 
printed on the bottom underside of the speaker. These speakers 
were sold at retailers nationwide and online for about $200. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled 
speakers and properly dispose of the lithium-ion battery packs 
according to state and local regulations. Brookstone has filed for 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. Contact 866-576-7337 toll-free 
or visit the Omni Management Group website for information 
about a possible refund. 
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Wireless Charger Bedside Pockets 

Hazard: The charging pockets can overheat, 
posing fire and burn hazards. 

This recall involves Kikkerland’s wireless 
charger bedside pockets used for recharging 
mobile phones and devices. The recalled charger 
pockets have the configuration of an expanding 
v-shaped file folder with a single pocket and a rigid flap that is pivotally attached on one
side. The pocket is typically placed between the mattress and the bed frame. They are
made of a dark gray felt material and were sold with a power cord. In operation, the cord
is plugged into an electronic outlet and the mobile phone is placed into the pocket for
recharging. These pockets were sold at retailers nationwide and online for about $35.

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled charger pockets and 
contact Kikkerland for instructions on how to receive a full refund.  

Cracker Barrel Decorative Driftwood Pineapples 

Hazard: The metal leaves on top have sharp edges, posing a laceration hazard. 

This recall involves decorative driftwood 
pineapples. They are shaped from tan driftwood 
spikes, have spiked, galvanized metal leaves at 
the top and measure approximately 19 inches 
high by 9.5 inches wide by 9.5 inches in 
diameter. These pineapples were sold exclusively 
at Cracker Barrel Stores for about $40.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled pineapples and return them to 
any Cracker Barrel Old Country Store for a full 
refund. 
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Uber Numb Topical Cream and Spray 

Hazard: The packaging is not child resistant as required by 
the Poison Prevention Packaging Act. The pain-relieving 
cream and spray contain lidocaine, posing a risk of poisoning 
to young children if they put it on their skin or ingest it. 

This recall involves UberScientific Uber Numb Topical Anesthetic Cream and Uber 
Numb Spray. The recalled cream is in a white jar with a smooth, rounded cap and a green 
label with “Uber Numb Topical Anesthetic Cream” printed on the front. The cream was 
sold in one, two and four ounce sizes with the lot numbers printed on the bottom of the 
jar and the UPC number printed on the label to the left of the product name. Recalled lot 
numbers for the cream include A23Z3, F12Z5, L06Z2A, L06Z2B, B01N2A, E10Z4, 
L06Z2, and B01N2. The recalled spray is in a green bottle with a white cap and has a 
white label with “Uber Numb Spray” printed on the front. The spray was sold in four 
ounce size with the lot numbers printed on the bottom of the bottle and the UPC number 
printed on the label to the right of the product name. Recalled lot numbers for the spray 
include K30Z6 and B09N2. These products were sold online for between $20 and $40.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately place out of reach of children and contact 
UberScientific for instructions on how to receive a free replacement or full refund. 

IKEA CALYPSO Ceiling Lamps 

Hazard: The glass shade on the ceiling lamp can detach and fall, posing impact and 
laceration hazards to consumers. 

This recall involves IKEA CALYPSO ceiling lamp units with manufacturing date codes 
between 1625 and 1744. The manufacturing date code is printed on a sticker on the light 
bulb socket base plate. Use caution when removing the lamp shade to see the sticker and 
code. These lamps were sold at IKEA stores nationwide and online for about $30.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled ceiling lamps and return them to any IKEA 
store for a full refund or replacement lamp. 
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Desert Harvest Releveum Skin Repair Cream 

Hazard: The bottles are not child resistant as required by the Poison 
Prevention Packaging Act. 

The recalled Desert Harvest Reléveum Skin Repair Cream is in a 
transparent green bottle with a white pump dispenser cap and a 
tan/white gradient label with “Desert Harvest Reléveum” printed on 
the front. The product is an over the counter skin cream with 
lidocaine (4%) as the active ingredient. The cream is sold in a 4-
ounce or an 8-ounce bottle with the date code “D02N5” printed 
above the barcode on the bottle. These creams were sold at 
pharmacies nationwide and online for between $27 and $50.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately place the recalled pain-relieving cream out of 
the reach of children and contact Desert Harvest for a free replacement child resistant cap 
for the bottle. 

Rust-Oleum Black Satin Countertop Coating 

Hazard: The counter coating contains lead levels that exceed the federal lead paint ban. 

This recall involves one-quart containers of Rust-
Oleum black satin countertop coating with product 
number 263209 and batch code P7612D.  The product 
number and batch code are printed on the bottom of 
the can. This coating was sold at retailers nationwide 
and online for about $20. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled countertop coating and contact Rust-
Oleum. Consumers who have not used the countertop 
coating will receive a full refund plus $25 to return the 
product to Rust-Oleum. Consumers who have applied 
the recalled countertop coating will receive a repair kit 
or replacement of the affected surfaces. 
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PetSmart Reptile 
Strip Light Fixtures 

Hazard: The strip 
light’s fluorescent bulb 
can overheat causing the 
hood on the light fixture to ignite, posing a fire hazard. 

This recall involves 20-inch and 30 inch All Living Things reptile strip light fixtures. 
These light fixtures simulate natural daylight and are attached to the top of the reptile’s 
terrarium.  The 20-inch fixture has UPC number 73725773305 and the 30-inch fixture 
has UPC number 73725773306 printed on the packaging. These lights were sold at 
PetSmart stores nationwide about $35 to $40.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled light fixtures and return 
them to any PetSmart store for a full refund.  

Vornado Electric Space Heaters 

Hazard: The electric space heater can overheat when used, posing fire and burn hazards. 

This recall involves Vornado VH101 Personal Vortex electric space heaters sold in the 
following colors: black, coral orange, grayed jade, cinnamon, fig, ice white and red. The 
heaters measure about 7.2 inches long by 7.8 inches wide by 7.10 inches high and have 

two heat settings (low and high) and a fan 
only/no heat setting. “Vornado” with a “V” 
behind it is printed on the front of the unit. The 
model/type “VH101,” serial number and ETL 
mark are printed on a silver rating label on the 
bottom of the unit. These heaters were sold at 
retailers nationwide and online for about $30.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled heaters and contact Vornado 
for instructions on how to receive a full refund or 
a free replacement unit. 
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Xtava Allure Hair Dryers 

Hazard: The hair dryer and power cord can overheat 
and catch on fire, posing fire, burn and shock hazards. 

This recall involves the Allure and Allure Pro 2200W 
ionic ceramic hair dryers. The hand-held hair dryers are 
black or white and include a concentrator nozzle. The 
hair dryers were sold separately or as part of various 
hair care kits. Many of the units have a label located 
underneath the back of the unit bearing the following 
SKU numbers: XTV010001, XTV010001N, 
XTV010002, or XTV010002N.  All units have “xtava” 
imprinted on the blower end of the hair dryer. These 
hair dryers were sold online for between $15 and $80.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the hair dryers and contact Xtava to 
receive a free replacement hair dryer. 

Koehler-Bright Star Flashlights 

Hazard: The flashlights are missing an encapsulation on a circuit board 
component which protects the flashlight from igniting, posing an injury 
hazard to the user or bystander. 

This recall involvesWorkSafe 3-D cell flashlights, model number 2224 
LED. The model number is printed at the top right side of the text 
contained on the flashlight. The flashlight is safety orange with a black 
reflector assembly and black end cap and measures about 10.25 inches 
long by 2 inches in diameter. Only 3-D cell flashlights that do not 
contain a date code stamped on the body of the units are included in the 
recall. These flashlights were sold in retailers and online for about $21. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled 
flashlights and inspect the flashlights for a missing date code on the 
body of the flashlights. If the recalled flashlight does not have a date 
code, contact Koehler-Bright Star for free replacement parts. 
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Harbor Freight Handgun Safe 

Hazard: The handgun safes can open 
without the use of a key or combination 
upon impact and allow unintended access to 
the contents of the safe, posing a risk of 
serious injury to children and others. 

This recall involves two models of 0.17 
cubic foot capacity electronic handgun safes 
sold under two different brand names, 
Union Safe Company and Bunker Hill Security. The recalled safes are dark gray and the 
SKU number is printed on a permanent label on the door. The brand is printed on the 
permanent label on the door and molded into the combination touch-pad panel. Affected 
SKU include 62984 and 61581. These safes were sold exclusively at Harbor Freight and 
online at HarborFreight.com for about $65.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled handgun safes, secure 
the handguns to keep them away from children and return the safes to any Harbor Freight 
Tools location for a full refund of the purchase price in the form of a Harbor Freight 
Tools gift card. 

Zebra Printer Power Supply Units 

Hazard: The power supply units can degrade and corrode over time when exposed to 
moisture and overheat, posing a fire hazard. 

This recall involves power supply units that serve as the power source for models of 
Zebra manufactured thermal industrial printers 
(sold under the Zebra brand, including co-
branded or re-branded) used to make bar codes 
and other commercial labels. The Zebra logo or 
FSP North America logo, date code and part 
number are printed on the power supply unit. The 
power supply units were sold as after-market kits 
or included with the sale of the following models 
of printers manufactured by Zebra: 
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Printer Model Power Supply Unit Date Codes 

PART NUMBER WATTAGE 

APCES-1 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
APCS-1 
APES-1 
APS-1 
BR100i 808099-002 70-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
BR110i 
BR120i 
CN100i 808099-002 70-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
CN110i 
CN120i 
GC420d 808113-001 or P1028888-001 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
GC420t 
GK420d 808099-001 or P1028888-006 70-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
GK420t 
GK888-DT 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
GK888-TT 
888-DT
888-TT
GX420d 808101-001 100-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
GX420t 
GX42S 
GX430d 808101-001 100-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
GX430t 
GT800 808099-001 or P1028888-003 60 or 70-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
GT810 
GT820 
GT830 
HC100 808099-003 70-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
H 2824-Z 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
H 2844-Z 
J100i 808099-002 70-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
J110i 
J110m 
J120i 
LP 2824 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
LP 2824-Z 
LP 2824 Plus 
LP 2824 Plus CVS 808113-002 or P1028888-007 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
LP 2844 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
LP 2844-AP 
LP 2844 e 
LP-2844 L 
LP-2844 Le 
LP-2844-P 
LP 2844ps 
LP 2844-Z 
LP 3842 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
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Printer Model Power Supply Unit Date Codes 

PART NUMBER WATTAGE 

LP 3842 SP P1035373 100-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
LP 3844-Z 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
LP384Z 
P100i 808099-002 70-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
P110i 
P110m 
P120i 
PS4000 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
R2844 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
2844-R 
R2844-Z 
R402 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
T208M 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
T212M 
Thermal 2844 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
Thermal 2844 ATP 
2844 ATP 
Thermal 2844 e 
Thermal 2844 L 
Thermal 2844 Le 
TLP 2824 808113-001 or P1028888-001 50 or 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
TLP 2824-Z 
TLP 2824 Plus 
TLP 2844 
TLP 2844-P 
TLP 2844-Z 
TLP 3824 
TLP 3842 
TLP 3844-Z 
WM120i 808099-002 70-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
SC120i 
ZP450 808102-001 or P1028888-002 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
ZP450 ctp 
ZP455 808099-001 or P1028888-006 70-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
ZP455 atp 
ZP455 ctp 
ZP455 808101-001 100-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
ZP500 808102-001 or P1028888-002 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
ZP500 EPL 
ZP500 ZPL 
ZP500 Plus 
ZP500 Plus EPL 
ZP500 Plus ZPL 
ZP505 
ZP505 EPL 
ZP550 808102-001, 808102-002, or P1028888-002 60-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
ZXP Series 1, 3 and 3C 808101-001 100-Watt Brick 0639XX through 1253XX 
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These printers and 
poser supplies were 
sold from 2006 through 
2013 with printers 
priced from $340 to 
$2,000.  

Remedy: Printer 
owners should 
immediately stop using 
the recalled power 
supply units and 
contact Zebra for a free replacement power supply. 

Vitamix Ascent and Venturist Blending Containers 

Hazard: The containers can separate from the blade’s base exposing the blades, posing a 
laceration hazard to consumers. 

This recall involves Ascent™ and Venturist™ series 8-ounce and 20-ounce blending 
containers with blade date codes March 2018 (“03-18”) or earlier. Date codes are in the 

format MM-YY; for example, March 2018 is “03-18.” 
If the blade base is marked on the bottom with a green 
or orange dot, the container has already been repaired. 
The Vitamix logo is printed on the blending container. 
The blade date code is laser-etched onto the top of the 
blade in the blade base. The products have a clear 
container and a black blade base and were sold 
separately and with Vitamix Venturist™ Model 1200 
blenders. These containers were sold in stores 
nationwide and online for between $24 and $500 for the 
blender and blending container set.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled blending containers and contact Vitamix 
for a free repair kit.  
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Stanly LED Light and Power 
Stations 

Hazard: The recalled workbench 
and power stations are wired 
incorrectly, posing shock and 
electrocution hazards. 

This recall involves Stanley LED workbench light and power stations with model number 
WLB40PS. The recalled units were sold in black/yellow color and measure about 19.75 
inches long by 3.75 inches wide and 5 inches tall. They have a 40-chip LED shop light 
with adjustable angles, four power outlets and an on/off switch mounted on the unit. 
“Stanley” is printed in yellow by the outlets. The model number is printed on a sticker 
located on the back of the lighting panel. These lights were sold in stores nationwide and 
online for between $25 and $40.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled workbench and power 
stations, unplug the cord and contact Baccus Global for a free replacement or full refund. 

Amnon Floor Lamps 

Hazard: The incorrect label on the lamp states that consumers 
can use 40 watt lightbulbs. However, the socket is only designed 
to support 25 watt lightbulbs. Use of incorrect wattage lightbulbs 
can melt the power switch, posing a burn hazard. 

This recall involves Signature Design by Ashley Amnon floor 
lamps with a floor switch and 12 lightbulb sockets. The portable, 
electric floor lamps are metal with a bronze finish and measure 
about 64 inches tall. Model number L207971 is printed on a label 
on the underside of the lamp’s base. These lamps were sold in 
stores and online for between $160 and $300.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using and unplug 
the recalled floor lamps and contact Ashley Furniture for 
instructions on how to receive a full refund of the purchase price. 
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“Ball Bullet” Fireworks 

Hazard: The recalled fireworks are overloaded with 
pyrotechnics intended to produce an audible effect, violating the 
federal regulatory requirements for this product. Overloaded 
fireworks can result in a greater than expected explosion, posing 
burn and explosion hazards to consumers. 

This recall involves ball bullet fireworks packed in bags of four 
with model number LB6103 and M-150 cracker fireworks 
packed in boxes of 36 with model number LA150B. The model numbers are printed on 
the packaging. The recalled fireworks were sold with four different colored fireworks and 
have “Ball Bullet Rocket” printed on the packaging. The M-150 cracker fireworks were 
sold in a yellow/orange box and have “Legend Fireworks M-150 Cracker 36 Pieces” 
printed on the front of the box. These fireworks were sold for between $4 and $13.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled fireworks and return 
them to the place of purchase for a full refund. 

Uttermost Hanging Décor 

Hazard: The hanging hardware can break and allow the decor to fall, posing an injury 
hazard to bystanders. 

This recall involves various types of mirrors, art and wall décor sold with adjustable j-
hook hanging hardware. The recalled hardware has item number 1703, 1704, 1705 or 

1706 printed on the back bottom portion of the j-hook and on the 
hardware’s box. The recalled adjustable j-hooks measure 
approximately 3.5 inches long and 0.75 inches wide. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled decor 
off the wall and inspect the hanging hardware to check for the 
recalled metal adjustable j-hooks. If the decor has the recalled 
metal adjustable j-hooks, do not re-hang the recalled decor. 
Consumers with recalled metal adjustable j-hooks should contact 
Uttermost to receive free replacement adjustable j-hooks with 
free shipping. 
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CloudCharge Qi Wireless Charging Pads 

Hazard: The wireless chargers can overheat while 
in use, posing a burn hazard. 

This recall involves the CloudCharge Qi Wireless 
Charging Pad. The charging pads were a 
promotional giveaway. The product name and model 
number T4706 are printed on the bottom of the 
product. The recalled chargers are circular and have 
a white plastic bottom with the top having various 
promotional artwork. They measure about 4” in 
diameter and .5” tall. A white USB power cable is included along with a wireless receiver 
adapter. Each charging pad and accessories are packed in a white plastic box with a clear 
lid.  This recall involves only one production lot (Version 2) of the charging pad.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chargers and contact 
Hirsch Gift for a free replacement. 

Sandoz and Novartis Prescription Drug Blister Packages 

Hazard: The prescription drug packaging is not child resistant as required by the Poison 
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a poisoning risk if swallowed by children. 

This recall involves blister packages of 
prescription drugs from Novartis and Sandoz. 
The drugs are packaged with 3 to 10 tablets 
per blister card. The recalled Novartis 
prescription blister packages have “Novartis,” 
the name of the drug, dosage, NDC, lot 
number and expiration date printed on the 
cartons and the blister cards. The recall 
includes the following: Zofran ODT and 
Entresto packages. The recalled Sandoz 
prescription blister packages have “Sandoz,” 
the name of the drug, dosage, NDC and lot 
number printed on the cartons and the blister 
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cards. The recall includes packages for the following: Azithromycin, Donepezil ODT, 
Haloperidol, Imipramine HCI, Isosorbide Dinitrate (ISDN), Naratriptan, Ondansetron, 
Ondansetron ODT, Perphenazine, and Risperidone ODT.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately secure the blister cards to keep them out of the 
sight and reach of children and contact Novartis or Sandoz for further 
instructions.  Novartis and Sandoz advise that consumers should continue to use the 
medication as directed once the blister packages are secured out of reach of children. 

Lorex Video Monitors 

Hazard: The video monitor’s batteries can 
overheat, swell and expand and cause the battery 
cover to open or come off and expose hot 
batteries, posing a burn hazard to consumers. 

This recall involves Lorex brand video monitors 
models LW2751, LW2752 and LW2962H used 
with surveillance video systems. The video 
monitors are black and were sold in two sizes, 7-inch-wide and 9-inch-wide. The video 
monitors contain a blue lithium polymer battery. The model and serial numbers are 
printed on the top or on the back panel of the monitors. Only monitors with the following 
model and serial numbers are included in the recall: Model LW2751 with serial number 
ranges WA01140315501-WA01140319000, WA02140417501-WA02140419000, 
WA0314050251-WA0314051250, WA0314060001-WA0314061500, WA03140627347-
WA03140629346, WA03141222601-WA03141223169 and WA04141223170-
WA04141223350; model LW2752 with serial number ranges WA01140422265-
WA01140423264, WA0214065501-WA0214066500, WA02140629347-
WA02140630346, and WA03141121501-WA03141122000; and model LW2962H with 
serial number ranges WA01140329001-WA01140332400, WA02140419001-
WA021404220500, WA02140422001-WA02140422100, WA0314051251-
W0314053250, WA0314061501-WA0314061618, WA0414061619-WA0414063000, 
WA04140623347-WA04140625346, WA0514112501-WA0514114000, and 
WA05141122501-WA05141125000.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled monitors and contact 
Lorex for instructions on receiving a full refund. 
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Crate and Barrel Josephine Floor 
Mirrors 

Hazard: The mirror’s glass can separate from 
the wooden backing and fall, posing a laceration 
hazard. 

This recall involves Crate and Barrel’s Josephine 
floor mirrors, sold individually or as a set of 
three mirrors that can be hung vertically or 
horizontally. The mirror consists of a larger 
rectangular mirror and a smaller square mirror on 
wooden backing that measures about 16 inches 

wide, 3 inches deep and 90.5 inches long. The hangtag that came with the mirror has the 
number 215-037 printed next to the bar code. These mirrors were sold exclusively at 
Crate and Barrel stores and online at CrateandBarrel.com for between $450 and $1,250 
for the set of three.  

Remedy: Consumer should immediately stop using the recalled mirrors and contact 
Crate and Barrel to arrange for a free replacement mirror. 

GE Cool White T8/T12 LED Tube Lamps 

Hazard: The pins on one end of the lamp can be energized during installation/removal, 
posing electric shock and electrocution hazards. 

This recall involves GE Lighting’s 31243 LED13T8U840 LED two pack tube lamps. 
These units are most often used in garages, basements, workshops and utility rooms. The 
GE logo and model information are printed on a label near the tube’s base. These lamps 
were sold exclusively at Lowe’s and online at Lowes.com for about $15.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact GE Lighting to receive instructions on 
safely removing the LED tube lamps, and to receive a refund in the form of a $17 Lowe's 
store credit. Consumers should make sure the light switch is “off” before attempting to 
change LED tube lamps. 
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Bluefin Wireless Chargers 

Hazard: The wireless phone 
charger can overheat while in use, 
posing a burn hazard to consumers. 

This recall involves wireless smart 
phone chargers with model number 
AC16B printed on the bottom. The 
recalled chargers are circular and 
have clear edges and a white plastic center with black trim. They measure about 3.9" in 
diameter and 0.4" tall. A black USB cable is included with the chargers.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chargers and contact 
Bluefin for a full refund. 

Michaels 3-Tier Candle Holder 

Hazard: The candle holder can ignite, posing fire 
and burn hazards. 

This recall involves Michaels private brand 
Ashland 3-tier haunted townhouse candle holders. 
The candle holders were sold in black, measure 
about 20 inches tall by 7 inches wide by 5 inches 
deep and have two columns of three vertically 
stacked candle holders. Only 3-tier haunted 
townhouse candle holders with SKU number 
513180 and UPC code 886946019340 printed on a 
hangtag are included in the recall. These candle 
holders were exclusively sold at Michaels stores 
and online at Michaels.com for about $30.  

Remedy: Consumer should immediately stop 
using the recalled candle holders and return them 
to any Michaels store for a full refund. 
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Kohler Automatic Generator Transfer Switches 

Hazard: The transfer switch can fail and overheat, posing 
a fire hazard. 

This recall involves Kohler 100-amp service entrance rated 
automatic transfer switches used with Kohler brand 
residential and commercial generators. “Kohler” is printed 
on the outside panel. Model number RXT-JFNC 100ASE 
and the serial number are printed on a nameplate located on 
the inside cover of the unit. These switches were sold for 
about $530.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact an 
authorized Kohler service representative or Kohler directly to schedule a free repair. 

Ambiano Mini Deep Fryers 

Hazard: The deep fryer heating element can overheat, posing fire and burn hazards. 

This recall involves Ambiano mini deep fryers sold in two colors, brushed stainless steel 
and red. The recalled deep fryers have a black lid and were sold with a metal food basket. 
The deep fryers measure about 9.45 inches wide by 10.43 inches high by 8.23 inches 

deep. The units have Ambiano printed 
on the front. The barcode numbers 
listed below can be found on the 
bottom of the unit on the silver rating 
label. The following barcode number 
are included in the recall: 20072483 
and 20072490. These fryers were sold 
at ALDI stores nationwide for about 
$15.  

Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the recalled 
deep fryers and return it to their local 
ALDI store for a full refund.  
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Sharper Image and Frigidaire 
Mandoline Slicers  

Hazard: The small blades in the julienne slicer 
attachment can separate from the plastic 
assembly, posing a laceration hazard. 

This recall involves The Sharper Image and 
Frigidaire Mandoline slicers. The recalled slicers are a non-electric food preparation item 
used to slice vegetables. The slicers have a clear plastic container to capture the sliced 
food, two blade attachments (one large-blade slicer and one small-blade julienne slicer), a 
holder for the attachments and a plastic knob component to move and hold the food. The 
model number and UPC code are printed on the packaging. “Frigidaire” is printed on the 
side of the Frigidaire slicers. Affected UPC codes include 709996669580 and 
709996709118. These slicers were sold at retailers and online for between $13 and $20.  

Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled slicers and contact Premier Kitchen 
Products for instructions on how to receive a refund in the form of a $15 gift card. 

Seasons Ceiling Fans 

Hazard: The brackets connected to the fan blades can break and allow the blades to fall, 
posing an impact hazard. 

This recall involves Seasons-branded 52” five-blade ceiling fans. The recalled fans were 
sold in white, brass, bronze, and brushed nickel finishes and have zero, one, three or four 
lights. Model numbers 269702, 269712, 269714, 269716, 269718, 269808, 269810, 
269812, 269816, 269818, 269820 and 269822 are included in this recall. The model 

number is printed on a label on top 
of the motor housing. 

Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the recalled 
fans and contact HD Supply to 
receive a free repair kit.  
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Hydro Pro Water Bottles 

Hazard: The pink paint on the outside of 
the bear water bottle contains levels of lead 
that exceed the federal lead paint standard. 

This recall involves Base Brands 
children’s Reduce Hydro Pro Furry 
Friends water bottles. The stainless steel 
insulated, 14-ounce water bottles were sold 
in a pack of two bottles: a pink bottle with 
a character of a bear face and a gray bottle 
with the character of a lamb head. The 
recalled water bottles have a removable lid 
gasket and a rubber carry strap. These 
bottles were sold at Costco stores 
nationwide and online for about $13. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled water bottles, take them 
away from children and return them to any Costco store for a full refund. Consumers who 
purchased a water bottle via Amazon should contact Base Brands for a free replacement 
water bottle, including shipping, or a full refund. 

Primark Decorative Pillows and Cushions 

Hazard: The cushions can catch fire if 
exposed to an ignition source, posing a fire 
hazard. 

This recall involves 21 different Primark 
decorative cushions. The cushions were 
sold in various colors and shapes, 
including square, rectangular, heart-
shaped, unicorn-shaped, and pumpkin-
shaped. The product code is printed on the 
label attached to the cushion. The 
following product codes are included in 
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the recall: 0608803, 0608804, 0608805, 
0608806, 0608808, 0822101, 0822102, 
4467001, 4467002, 4727601, 5512101, 
5512102, 5512103, 8191201, 8191202, 
9752806, 3685901, 4467701, 5912001, 
4467201, and 8167401. These cushions 
were sold at Primark stores for between $5 
and $9.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the cushions and return the 
cushions to a Primark store for a full refund. 

Jo-Ann Holiday Light Sets 

Hazard: The light set’s glass jars can break during normal use, posing a laceration 
hazard. 

This recall involves Jo-Ann’s battery-operated Maker’s Holiday 10-count LED string 
light sets. The light sets consist of ten glass jars with white plastic snow and red plastic 
beads inside and a cork at the top that holds the LED bulb. The light strings measure 
about 73.5 inches long and have a tag attached with instructions as to how to replace the 
batteries. Maker’s Holiday is printed on the front of the product packaging and SKU/UPC 

1554-7201/603559321277 
on the bottom left of the 
back side of the product 
packaging. These light sets 
were sold at Jo-Ann stores 
nationwide for about $14.  

Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the 
light sets and contact Jo-Ann 
stores for a full refund. 
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Re-Fuel Power Bank Charging Stations 

Hazard: When the unit is being charged, it can overheat, 
posing fire and burn hazards. 

This recall involves the Re-fuel by Digipower Grab and Go 
Family Pack portable power bank charging stations. The 
power bank charger is a self-contained energy source used to 
charge cell phones and other devices when an electrical outlet 
is not available. The unit consists of three (black, gray and 
green) 2600 mAh re-chargeable lithium-ion battery chargers 
that sit on a recharging docking station. “re-fuel by 
DIGIPOWER” is printed on each power bank.  Item number 
RF-TRIP is printed on the bottom of the charging station. 
These chargers were sold by The Container Store for about $40. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled charging stations and 
contact The Container Store for instructions on how to receive a full refund. 

Scotch Laminators 

Hazard: The plastic enclosure can overheat, posing a burn hazard. 

This recall involves Scotch thermal laminators that are white with teal accents. They are 
used to laminate documents such as artwork and photos. The laminators have “Scotch” 
printed on the front. They measure 14 inches by 3.8 inches by 2.75 inches. The model 
number TL901C is printed on a sticker on the bottom of the laminator. Only laminators 

with model number 
TL901C and teal 
accents are included in 
the recall.  

Remedy: Consumers 
should immediately 
stop using the recalled 
laminators and contact 
3M for a full refund. 
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H-E-B GTC Halogen Bulbs

Hazard: The halogen light bulbs can 
shatter while in use in a lamp or light 
fixture, posing laceration and fire 
hazards to consumers. 

This recall involves GTC halogen light 
bulbs. They were sold in packages of 2 
or 4 bulbs. The bulb packages were 
sold in 25 watt, 40 watt, 60 watt, 75 
watt, or 100 watt bulb varieties in either 
clear or soft white colors. The bulbs measure approximately 4.5 inches in length and 
2.375 inches in diameter. The tops of the bulbs read “GTC” and include the wattage and 
lumens values. The UPC codes are printed on the product packaging. Only bulbs with the 
following UPC codes are included in the recall: 4122043932, 4122065268, 4122017409, 
4122017463, 4122017576, 4122065608, 4122084562, 4122029652, 4122029783, 
4122065177, 4122030062, 4122017464, 4122017397, 4122065271, and 4122017418. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled halogen light bulbs and 
return them to H-E-B for a full refund. 

LC Electric Blankets 

Hazard: The blankets’ heating coils can overheat, posing fire and burn hazards. 

The recall involves Shop LC’s heated micro plush flannel sherpa throw blankets.   The 
blankets were sold in gray, blue, beige, red or brown and measures about 50 by 60 inches. 
All blankets with date code 22217 and model number OB205B2 are included in the 

recall. The date code is printed on the bottom right 
corner of the textile label, sewn on the fleece side of each 
blanket.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled blankets and contact Shop LC for a full refund. 
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Kidd Dual-Sensor Smoke Alarms 

Hazard: A yellow cap left on during the manufacturing 
process can cover one of the two smoke sensors and 
compromise the smoke alarm’s ability to detect smoke, posing 
a risk of consumers not being alerted to a fire in their home. 

This recall involves models PI2010 and PI9010 of Kidde dual 
sensor (photoelectric and ionization) smoke alarms. “KIDDE” 
is printed on the front center of the smoke alarm. The model number and date code are 
printed on the back of the alarm.  

Remedy: Consumers should remove the alarm from the wall/ceiling and visually inspect 
it through the opening on the side of the alarm for the presence of a yellow cap. 
Consumers should not attempt to take apart the alarm, open the casing, or otherwise 
remove the yellow cap themselves. If a yellow cap is present, the consumer should 
immediately contact Kidde to receive instructions and request a free replacement smoke 
alarm. They should remove and discard the recalled smoke alarm only after they receive 
and install the replacement alarm. If no yellow cap is present, consumers should reinstall 
the smoke alarm and no further action is needed. 

Envi High-Efficiency Heaters 

Hazard: Improper wire crimping by the manufacturer 
can cause the unit to overheat, smoke, or melt, posing 
a burn hazard.   

This recall involves Envi Wall Heaters. The heaters 
were sold in white and black and measure about 19 
inches by 22 inches by 2 inches. The model numbers 
are located on the back of the unit, on the bottom left 
corner.  The affected products have the following 
model numbers: HH1012T, HW1012T, HW1012N, 
HW1022T, HW1022N, and HH1012T-BK.  

Remedy: Consumers with recalled wall heaters 
should immediately contact eheat for a free repair.   
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Combination Battery 
Chargers/Hand Warmers 

Hazard: The chargers can overheat, 
posing a fire and burn hazard. 

This recall involves Human 
Creations EnergyFlux and 
EnergyFlux Slim model battery chargers and hand warmers. They are used to recharge 
cell phones, tablets and other electronic devices with a USB port. They were sold in eight 
colors: black, gray, pink, red, orange, green, blue and white. “Human Creations 
EnergyFlux 4400 mAh” or “Human Creations EnergyFlux Slim 4400 mAh” are printed 
on the side of the chargers/handwarmers. EnergyFlux 4400mAh measures about 3.5 by 
2.3 by 0.97 inches and EnergyFlux Slim 4400mAh measures about 4.2 by 1.7 by 1 
inches. These chargers were sold exclusively on Amazon.com for about $30.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled combination battery 
charger and hand warmer and contact Beanworthy for a free replacement product. 

AmazonBasics Power Banks 

Hazard: The power bank’s battery can overheat and ignite, posing fire and burn hazards. 

This recall involves six versions of AmazonBasics’ portable lithium-ion battery 
chargers/power banks: 16,100 mAh; 10,000 mAh; 5,600 mAh; 2,000 mAh with micro 
USB cable; 3,000 mAh and 3,000 mAh with USB micro cable. The rubberized or 
metallic power banks are black and rectangular. The power banks were sold with or 
without a USB charger cable and a carrying pouch. The AmazonBasics logo is printed on 
the front of the unit. Product ID number B00LRK8EVO, B00LRK8HJ8, B00LRK8I7O, 

B00LRK8IV0, B00LRK8JDC or B00ZQ4JQAA is 
printed on the back of the unit. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug 
and stop using the recalled power banks and contact 
Amazon for instructions on how to return it for 
receive a full refund.  
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Maximum Strength Bacitraycin Plus Ointment 

Hazard: The packaging is not child resistant as required by the Poison 
Prevention Packaging Act. The pain-relieving ointment contains 
lidocaine, posing a risk of poisoning to young children. 

This recall involves Maximum Strength Bacitraycin Plus Ointment with 
Lidocaine. The recalled ointment is in a white, one-ounce tube with 
“Bacitraycin Plus” printed on the front in green. The lot number is 
printed on the end of the tube. The following lot numbers are included 
in the recall: 16001 through 16002, 404001 through 404002, 405001 
through 405003, 406001 through 406004, 407001 through 407002, 
415001 through 415010, 416001 through 416003, and 417001 through 
417004. These ointments were sold at retailers nationwide for about $9.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately place the recalled ointment out of the reach of 
children and contact United Exchange for instructions on how to receive a full refund. 

Gem 8-in-1 Multicooker

Hazard: A manufacturer defect can cause the multicooker to overheat and melt on the 
underside, posing a fire hazard. 

This recall involves Gem 65 8-in-1 model multicookers, a multifunctional, programmable 
cooking appliance, which includes the functions of roasting, baking, stewing, slow 
cooking, rice cooking, searing/sautéing, steaming and food warming. Instant Pot is 
printed on the front of the multicookers. Gem 65 8-in-1 and a batchcode of 1728, 1730, 

1731, 1734 or 1746 are printed on the 
rating label on the underside of the 
product.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled multicookers, 
unplug the unit and return it to Walmart 
to receive a full refund or contact Double 
Insight to receive a free replacement. 
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Bleeding Drip Taper Candles 

Hazard: The candles’ high flame can ignite the surface of the wax, posing a 
fire hazard. 

This recall involves Cost Plus World Market’s bleeding drip taper candles 
sold for about $7 in a pack of two candles. The unscented wax candles are 
black and bleed red wax as they melt. They measure about 10 inches 
long.  World Market, Bleeding Drip Taper Candles and SKU/UPC 
544668/000000544668 can be found on the product packaging.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled candles 
and return them to any Cost Plus World Market or World Market store for a full refund. 

Rural King Electric Heated Blankets and Throws 

Hazard: The blankets’ and throws’ electric cord can overheat and catch on fire, posing 
fire and burn hazards. 

This recall involves Rural King’s electric heated blankets and throws. The 100% 
polyester blankets and throws were sold in cream and brown colors and in two sizes: 50 x 
60 inches (smaller than a twin size) and 84 x 90 inches (queen size). They have one or 
two multi-setting controllers attached to the electric cord. Model numbers starting with 

BLV-OB and ending in 200, 201A, 
201B, 201C, 202, 202BN, 202CM, 
203, 204A1, 204A2, 204A3, 
204A2BR, 204A2CM, 205B1, 205B2, 
205B3 or 206C1 can be found on a 
corner tag. Matton Rural King Supply, 
Inc. is printed on the back of the tag. 
These blankets were sold nationwide 
and online for between $30 and $60. 

Remedy: Customers should 
immediately stop using the recalled 
blankets and throws and contact Rural 
King for a full refund.  
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KitchenAid Electric Kettles 

Hazard: The handle can loosen and separate from the 
kettle, causing hot contents to spill, posing a burn hazard. 

This recall involves KitchenAid 1.7 Liter Electric Kettles. 
The kettles were sold in stainless steel, red, black, white, 
liquid graphite and cocoa silver. Model numbers and serial 
numbers are located on the bottom of the kettle. 
KitchenAid is written on the front of the kettles.  A 
complete list of model and serial numbers included  in this 
recall is posted on the firm’s website 
at http://repair.whirlpool.com. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled kettles and contact 
Whirlpool for a free replacement.   

ISO Ionic Hair Dryers 

Hazard: The cord can become brittle near the base of the dryer, posing burn hazards. 

This recall involves the Ionic Pro 2000 and 
2000W hand-held hair dryers sold under the ISO 
Beauty and Proliss brand names. The bottom rear 
of the dryers has “ISO” or “Proliss” printed and 
model number HD-1820. The dryers were sold in 
the following colors: black, white, white pearl, 
peacock, white zebra, pink leopard, blue, and 
giraffe. These hair dryers were sold online for 
between $30 and $40. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled hair dryers and contact ISO 
Beauty for instructions on removing the cord and 
receiving a refund in the form of a credit for a 
replacement product from the firm. 
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Fujitsu Battery Packs 

Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs can 
overheat, posing burn and fire hazards. 

This recall involves Panasonic lithium-ion 
battery packs for these Fujitsu notebook 
computers and workstations: CELSIUS H720, 
LIFEBOOK E752, E733, E743, E753, P702, 
P772, S710, S752, S762, T732, T734, and T902. 
Recalled battery pack product numbers are 
CP556150-03, CP579060-01 and CP629458-03. 
The product and serial numbers are printed on a 
white sticker on the battery. Serial numbers 
included in the recall can be found at 
http://www.Fujitsu.com/us then click “Product 
Support.” 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled batteries, power off the 
laptop, remove the battery and follow instructions to obtain a free replacement battery.  

Walgreens Pain and Itch Relief Cream 

Hazard: The packaging is not child resistant as required by the 
Poison Prevention Packaging Act. 

The recalled Well at Walgreens Pain and Itch Relief Cream tube 
and packaging are orange with a purple stripe with “Maximum 
Strength,” “Pain and Itch Relief Cream 4% Lidocaine” and “NET 
WT 2 OZ (56.7 grams)” printed in white on the front. The Well at 
Walgreens logo is located on the front upper right corner. The 
packaging contains the UPC bar code 3 11917 18962 8 on the 
back. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately place the recalled pain 
and itch relief cream out of the reach of children and return it to 
Walgreens for a full refund. 
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Lenovo ThinkPad XQ Carbon Laptops (5th Gen.) 

Hazard: An unfastened screw can damage the battery 
causing overheating, posing a fire hazard. 

This recall involves 14-inch ThinkPad X1 Carbon 5th 
Generation laptops. They were sold in silver and black. The 
product name “5 th Generation Lenovo ThinkPad X1 
Carbon,” the machine type 20HQ, 20HR, 20K3 or 20K4 and 
the serial number or S/N are printed on the bottom of the 
laptop. Laptops manufacture dates from 16/12 through 
17/10 (for December 2016 through October 2017) are 
included in the recall. The manufacturing date codes can be 
found on the bottom of the laptop. 

Remedy: Consumers should visit support.lenovo.com/X1C_5GEN_RECALL to see if 
their laptop is included in the recall and for assistance in locating the nearest authorized 
repair center for inspection and repair. If the laptop is included in the recall, stop using it 
immediately. 

Tiffany & CO Wheat Leaf Mugs 

Hazard: The mugs can crack or break when used with or exposed to hot liquids, posing 
burn and laceration hazards. 

The recall involves the 11-ounce Wheat Leaf crystal glass mugs. The mugs measure 
about 3.5 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter, with a 
handle. They are clear with a wheat leaf pattern etched 
into the glass. The mugs have a blue sticker stating 
“TIFFANY & CO. Made in Slovenia. CRYSTAL 
GLASS.” “TIFFANY & CO. 13559” appears on the 
bottom of the mugs. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled mugs and contact Tiffany & Co. for a full refund 
plus a $100 gift card.  
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Panasonic 55-Inch LED/LCD Flat 
Screen TV with Swivel Stand 

Hazard: The mounting screws that connect 
the swivel stand to the television can come 
loose and cause the television to tip over 
and fall off the stand unexpectedly, posing 
serious tip-over and entrapment hazards that 
can result in injuries or death to children. 

This recall involves Panasonic 55-inch, LED/LCD flat screen televisions with a tabletop 
swivel stand intended for use in hotels, government buildings and schools. The 
televisions are black and “Panasonic” is printed on the front.  The television’s model 
number is TH055LRU50. The model number is printed on a tag located in the center of 
the back of the television. The swivel stand is a glossy black color and measures 50.5 
inches long by 32 inches tall by 11.1 inches deep.  There is a label on the front underside 
of the base as well as a number etched into the metal. 

Remedy: Consumers using the swivel stand should immediately detach it, place the 
television in a safe location away from children and contact Panasonic for free repair kit. 

UGG Hudson Comforters 

Hazard: Mold can be present, posing a risk of respiratory or other infections in 
individuals with compromised immune systems, damaged lungs or an allergy to mold. 

This recall involves Hudson comforters by UGG. The polyester comforters were sold in 
four different solid colors: garnet, navy, gray, and oatmeal, and three sizes: twin, 

full/queen, and king. See “Sold At” section for 
affected dates of sale. These comforters were 
sold by Bed Bath & Beyond for between $70 
and $110.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled comforters and return them to 
Bed Bath & Beyond for a full refund. 
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Fujifilm Power Adapters 

Hazard: The power adapter wall plug can crack, break 
or detach and remain in the wall and expose live 
electrical contacts, posing a shock hazard. 

This recall involves AC-5VF power adapter wall plugs 
sold with Fujifilm digital camera models XP90, XP95, 
XP120, XP125, X-A3 and X-A10. The recalled wall plugs are black and are combined 
with a power adapter and USB cord that plugs into the adapter. Model number “AC-
5VF” is printed on the back of the power adapter. The serial number is printed on the 
bottom of the camera or under the battery compartment lid. To check your serial number, 
visithttp://fujifilmusa.com/support/recall/index.html . 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled power adapter wall 
plugs and contact Fujifilm for a free replacement. Consumers can continue to charge the 
camera using the USB cable attached to a computer. 

Coldwater Creek Snow Globes 

Hazard: Light refraction through the globes can singe or melt items in contact with or in 
the immediate proximity, posing a fire hazard. 

This recall involves two Coldwater Creek snow globes 
with reindeer or a snowman inside. Style 13826 and 
model number XC7484, has two white reindeer inside 
and a brown and cream base. Style 13660 and model 
number 3WGL120, has a silver snowman inside and a 
silver base. The Grasslands Road logo and style 
number appear on separate labels located on the 
underside of the globe. The style number is the ninth 
through fourteenth digits printed on the price label.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled snow globes and contact Coldwater Creek 
to return the product free of cost for a full refund. 
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HP Lithium-Ion Batteries 

Hazard: The lithium-ion batteries can overheat, 
posing fire and burn hazards 

This recall involves lithium-ion batteries for HP 
Notebook computers and mobile workstations.  The 
batteries were shipped with or sold as accessories for 
HP ProBooks (64x G2 and G3 series, 65x G2 and G3 series), HPx360 310 G2, HP Envy 
m6, HP Pavilion x360, HP 11, HP ZBook (17 G3, 17 G4, and Studio G3) Mobile 
Workstations. The batteries were also sold as accessories or replacement batteries for the 
HP ZBook Studio G4 mobile workstation or for any of the products listed above.   

Remedy: Consumers should immediately visit www.HP.com/go/batteryprogram2018 to 
see if their battery is included in the recall and for instructions on how to enable “Battery 
Safety Mode” if their battery is included in the recall.  

DIY Ultra Lounge Bean Bag Chair Covers 

Hazard: The zippers on the bean bag chair covers can be opened by children who can 
then crawl inside, become entrapped, suffocate or choke on the bean bag chair's foam 
beads. 

This recall involves Comfort Research’s Ultra Lounge bean bag chair covers. The natural 
polyester Sherpa, bean bag chair cover measures 
28 inches by 28 inches by 36 inches and has two 
zippers on the exterior. The covers were sold 
without foam bead filling in a DIY package. The 
covers have three sewn-in tags. One tag reads “id 
COLORS” on the front and “RN48711” on the 
back. The second tag has the UPC label code 
“PO#12991” or “PO#13539” on the front. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take 
bean bag chairs with the recalled covers away 
from children and contact Comfort Research for 
a full refund. 
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Honda Portable Generator 

Hazard: The carburetor can leak gasoline, posing fire 
and burn hazards. 

This recall involves Honda portable gas generators. The 
recalled portable generators have a red front cover and 
a black metal frame. The EB2800i has a silver-colored 
control panel and the EG2800i has a black-colored 
control panel. The model number is printed on the 
control panel. The serial number is located on the lower 
black metal frame toward the rear. The following model 
numbers, serial numbers and production date ranges are included: 
Model Serial Number Range Production Date Range 
EB2800i EAAA -1000037 through 1015421 2016/07/31 -2017/09/19 
EG2800i EABA -2000047 through 2020152 2016/07/29 -2017/09/20 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled generators and contact a 
local authorized Honda Power Equipment dealer to schedule a free inspection and repair.  

Bits and Pieces Fiber Optic Tree 

Hazard: The AC power adapter can overheat, posing a fire hazard. 

This recall involves Bits and Pieces Fiber Optic indoor plug in 
Christmas tree. The branches have fiber optic light strands that 
change color. Each tree comes with an AC power adapter that is 
attached to the gold tone base. The AC power adapter plugs into a 
standard household outlet. The 18-inch-tall tree item number is 
43560 and weighs about three pounds. The 31-inch-tall tree item 
number is 43559 and weighs about four pounds. The item numbers 
can be found on the UPC barcode label on the box.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled 
power adapters, unplug them from the Christmas Tree and contact 
Melville for a full refund and free shipping.  
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Monte Carlo Cyclone Ceiling Fan 

Hazard: The brackets connected to the 
fan blades can break, causing the blades 
to fall, posing an impact injury hazard. 

This recall involves two models of the 
Monte Carlo “Cyclone” ceiling fans with 
five blades. The fans are 60 inches wide and have either a Roman Bronze or White finish. 
The model numbers are 5CY60RB for the Roman Bronze and 5CY60WH for the White 
finish and can be found on top of the motor housing. The Manufacturer Purchase Order 
numbers (MPO#) can also be found on top of the motor housing. For the Cyclone model 
ceiling fan in Roman Bronze finish, they are: 30082259, 30100285, 30103624, 
30115763, 30126474, 30128431, 30139761, 30143432 and for the White finish, they are: 
2020018, 30082259, 30139815, and 30139829. 

Remedy: Consumer should immediately stop using the recalled ceiling fans and contact 
Monte Carlo to receive a free bracket replacement kit with instructions. 

Hunter Contempo Ceiling Fan 

Hazard: The owner’s manual instructs consumers to install the light globe incorrectly 
and the light globe can fall, posing an impact injury hazard. 

This recall involves Hunter Contempo ceiling fan models 59176 and 59174. The model 
number can be found on a label on top of the motor housing. The fan comes with five 
reversible blades and has a 54-inch blade span. Model 59176 comes with cherry and dark 
walnut blades. Model 59174 comes with light gray oak and gray walnut blades. 

Remedy: Consumers with a 
recalled Contempo model ceiling 
fan should check to ensure that 
the light globe was installed 
correctly by turning it clockwise 
until it stops and is resting firmly 
in place.  
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Pier 1 Imports Glass Pumpkins 

Hazard: The wooden stem on the top of the decorative 
pumpkin can detach when picked up, causing the glass 
pumpkin base to fall and break, posing a laceration 
hazard. 

This recall involves Pier 1 Imports’ decorative clear 
glass pumpkins with wooden stem. The glass pumpkins 
have a hollow glass base with a wooden stem attached 
to the top and were sold in two sizes, small and 
medium. The recalled pumpkins have the following SKU numbers: 3202753 for the small 
pumpkin and 3202766 for the medium pumpkin. The SKU numbers can be found on the 
price sticker located on the bottom of the product. These pumpkins were sold exclusively 
by Pier 1 Imports for between $25 and $30.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled pumpkins and return 
them to their nearest Pier 1 Imports store for a full refund or merchandise credit. 

Matrix “Surprise Fountain” Fireworks 

Hazard: The recalled fireworks are overloaded with pyrotechnics 
intended to produce an audible effect, violating the federal 
regulatory standard for this product. 

This recall involves the Jumbo Fireworks “Surprise Fountain.” The 
recalled fireworks were sold individually and have product code 
JFG4279 printed on the front panel above the cautionary text. The 
fireworks are small red cylinder devices that measure 3 inches tall 
by about 1 inch wide. “Jumbo Fireworks,” “Surprise Fountain,” 
“Warning” and an image of fountains with happy faces are printed 
on the front. 

Remedy: Consumers should not use the recalled fireworks and 
return them to the place of purchase for a full refund. 
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Westinghouse Portable Generators 

Hazard: The portable generators can overheat, 
posing a fire hazard to consumers. 

This recall involves Westinghouse iGen2500 and 
iPro2500 portable inverter generators used to 
power appliances, cell phones or other electronic 
devices. The iGen2500 has a bright blue plastic 
cover and has “Westinghouse iGen2500” printed 
in white lettering on the side and on the front of 
the generator. The Westinghouse iPro2500 has a 
plastic gray cover. “Westinghouse iPro2500” is 
printed in white lettering on the side and front of the generator. The generators measure 
about 20 inches long by 18 wide inches by 11 inches tall. They weigh about 49 pounds. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled generators and contact 
MWE Investments to arrange for a free repair. 

West Elm Table Lamps 

Hazard: The electrical wire that runs through the lamps can be cut or fray by the lamp’s 
adjustable joint, posing a risk of electric shock to 
consumers. 

This recall involves West Elm’s Industrial Task table 
lamps. The metal lamps have an on/off switch and an 
adjustable arm that locks at two angles. The head of the 
lamp has a tension that allows it to swivel to direct light. 
Some models have a USB port in the base. The lamps 
were sold in various colors and are about 33 inches tall 
and measure about 7 inches in diameter at the base. West 
Elm, the SKU# and the date of manufacture in 
Letter/YYYY format are printed on a sticker on the 
underside of the base. Dates of manufacture for the non-
USB modes are C/2014 and later. All lamps with a USB 
port in the base are included in this recall. The SKU 
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numbers for the recalled lamps are the following: 3967424, 
9353603, 9353645, 4638800, 4639352, 4639329, 830703, 830760, 
1127851, 1128008, 6379200, 1219963, 8170136, 1127778, 
1128040, 1128255, 1128289, and 830737. These lamps were sold 
exclusively by West Elms for between $80 and $130.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled 
lamps and return them to West Elm for a full refund, including 
return shipping.  

Natural Solutions Maximum Strength Synodrin Pain 
Relieving Cream with Lidocaine 

Hazard: The packaging is not child resistant as required by the Poison Prevention 
Packaging Act. The pain-relieving cream contains lidocaine, posing a risk of poisoning to 
young children. 

The recalled Synodrin Lidocaine Maximum Strength Pain Relieving Cream is in a white 
jar with a blue label with “ Synodrin Lidocaine Maximum Strength 4% Pain Relieving 
Cream” printed on the front. The jars measure about three inches in diameter, are three 
inches tall and weigh about 4 ounces. They were sold in a blue box with yellow letters 

“Lidocaine” and white letters “Maximum 
Strength 4% Pain Relieving Cream.” The 
brand name Synodrin is printed on the jar 
and the box. The box and jar have UPC 
code 8 64751 00032 6 printed on the right 
side. These creams were sold in stores 
nationwide and online for about $19.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
place the recalled pain-relieving cream out 
of the reach of children and contact 
Natural Solutions for Life to obtain a free 
replacement cap.  
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Flos Pendant Light Fixtures 

Hazard: The glass diffuser can detach and fall, 
posing an impact injury hazard. 

This recall involves the Flos Romeo Moon 
model S2 and Romeo Louis II model S2 
pendant lamps. The model number is printed on 
a label on the shade. The lamps have an internal 
glass diffuser covered by a flared glass or 
crystal shade that suspends from the ceiling by 
steel wires. Consumers can tell if their lamp is 
part of the recall by examining the underside of 

the ring holding the glass diffuser. If this piece is plastic only, it is part of the recall. 

Remedy: Consumers should avoid walking under the fixtures until they are repaired. 
Consumers should contact the firm or the place of purchase for a free repair kit that can 
be installed by consumers. 

Libby Bourbon Glasses 

Hazard: The glasses can break during normal use, posing a laceration hazard. 

This recall involves 8 oz. Bourbon Taster Glasses.  The 
glasses are made of clear, colorless glass and measure about 3 
7/8 inches tall.  The glasses have one of three logos laser-
etched on the bottom of the glass: “Kentucky Bourbon Trail,” 
“Kentucky Bourbon Trail Craft Tours” or “SIV”.  The glasses 
were sold in boxed sets of four glasses and also sold 
individually. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled glasses and return them to the place of purchase for a 
full refund.  Commercial customers should contact Libbey to 
arrange for a credit, full refund or replacement. 
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Luminette Privacy Sheer Blinds 

Hazard: The cord restraints on the 
combination wand/cord of the sheer blinds 
can break, posing a strangulation hazard to 
children. 

This recall involves custom-made Luminette 
privacy sheer blinds and other branded and 
generic sheer blinds listed below with the 
combination wand cord sold in white. The 
Hunter Douglas logo is printed on the end of 
the wand of the Luminette brand sheer 

blinds. The alternative brand and generic sheers do not have a logo. The cord/wand is 
unique to this product. The product was also sold under the following other brands and 
names: Allen + Roth Vertical Sheers; Alta Shadings; Budget Blinds Enlightened Style 
Shadings; Comfortex Vertical Sheer Shadings; Luxaflex; MyBlinds Shadings; Smith & 
Noble; Vertical Sheer Shadings by Turnils, Unique Wholesale, United Supply, Century, 
Oxford House, or Matisse; and Vista Shadings.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled sheer blinds and contact 
Hunter Douglas for a free repair kit.  

Warehouse Fireworks 

Hazard: The recalled fireworks are overloaded with pyrotechnics intended to produce an 
audible effect, violating the federal regulatory standards for this product. Overloaded 
fireworks can result in a greater than expected explosion, posing burn and explosion 
hazards to consumers. 

This recall involves “Toxic” artillery rockets, “Boom Box” 
aerial shells and “Detonator” firecrackers. 

Remedy: 
Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled 
fireworks and contact Wholesale Fireworks for a full refund. 
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Sporting Goods and 
Recreational Vehicles 
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Honda Recreation Vehicles 

Hazard: An incorrectly 
installed throttle body can 
ignite, posing fire and burn 
hazards to consumers. 

This recall involves all 
model year 2016 through 
2017, and some model year 
2018 Honda Pioneer 1000 
side-by-side vehicles. The 
recalled vehicles were sold 
in various colors including: 
red, blue, green, gray and 
yellow. The name 
“HONDA” is on the front, sides and the rear of the vehicle. The model name Pioneer 
1000 is printed on a label located on both sides of the vehicle, near the rear.  The serial 
number (VIN #) is stamped in the frame at the left rear, below the tilt-up bed/seat. The 
following model numbers and serial number ranges are being recalled: 2016 Pioneer 
1000 3P models with VIN range 1HFVE04**G4000001 through 1HFVE04**G4008403; 
2016 Pioneer 1000 5P models with VIN range 1HFVE04**G4000001 through 
1HFVE04**G4010507; 2017 Pioneer 1000 3P models with VIN range 
1HFVE04**H4100001 through 1HFVE04**H4102101; 2017 Pioneer 1000 5P models 
with VIN range 1HFVE04**H4100001 through 1HFVE04**H4103000; 2018 Pioneer 
1000 3P models with VIN range 1HFVE04**J4200001 through 1HFVE04**J4200720; 
and 2018 Pioneer 1000 5P models with VIN range 1HFVE04**J4200001 through 
1HFVE04**J4200780. These vehicles were sold at authorized Honda Powersports 
dealers nationwide from August 2015 through August 2018 for between $14,000 and 
$22,000. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact an 
authorized Honda Powersports dealer to schedule an appointment for a free inspection 
and repair. 
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CFMOTO Recreational Vehicle 

Hazard: The throttle can be pushed 
past the throttle stop and not return to 
idle position, posing a crash hazard.  

This recall involves 2018 ZFORCE 
500 Trail, 2018 ZFORCE 800 Trail 
and 2018 ZFORCE 1000 SSV 
CFMOTO recreational off-highway 
vehicles with 500cc to 1000cc, 4-cycle 
engines. The recalled ZFORCE 
vehicles have “CFMOTO” stamped on 
the front grille, a “CFMOTO” decal on the bottom of the cab frame and a “ZFORCE” 
decal located on each side of rear box compartment. CFMOTO ZFORCE vehicles were 
sold in orange, blue, red and gray. These vehicles were sold at CFMOTO dealers 
nationwide from January 2018 through July 2018 for between $9,000 and $14,000. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact a 
CFMOTO dealer to schedule a free repair.  

Shimano Lazer Bike Helmets 

Hazard: The helmets do not comply with the federal 
safety standard for bicycle helmets. 

This recall involves Shimano’s Lazer-branded helmets, 
models Blade, Elle, Jade and Magma. They were sold in the following colors: black, 
black and pink, blue, dark blue, grey and yellow, khaki and orange, titanium, red, yellow, 
and white. Lazer is printed on the side of the helmet. Model LZB-08 is printed on a 
sticker inside the helmet. Only XS and S sizes are included in the recall.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled helmets and contact 
Shimano for instructions on how to receive a free replacement helmet. 
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Yvolve Neon One-Wheel Electric Skateboards 

Hazard: The tire on the skateboard can deflate, posing a fall 
hazard.  

This recall involves the Neon Nitro 8, a self-balancing, 
single-wheeled, battery-powered, electric skateboard from 
Yvolve Sports under the Neon brand. The product is 

powered by the user placing one foot on the rear and front decks, gaining balance and 
then shifting their weight backwards or forwards to control the speed. These skateboards 
were sold at Walmart, Toys “R” Us and online at Amazon.com for about $500. 

Remedy: Consumers should stop using the skateboards immediately and contact Yvolve 
Sports to receive a new permanent warning label and updated instructions on how to 
properly inflate the tire. 

Merge Metal Playground Climbers 

Hazard: The two welded handgrip locations at the top of the climbers can be too large 
creating a strangulation hazard. A child’s body could become lodged in these openings, 
posing a strangulation hazard. 

This recall involves the Burke Merge Metal Climbers. 
These climbers are used on play equipment as an 
attachment that allows children to climb up and access 
the play structure. The metal climbers were sold in 
many color combinations with small geometric shaped 
openings with a platform and two welded handgrips at 
the top.  “Burke” is printed on identification labels that 
are placed on the exterior of the entire play structure. 
These were sold as pieces of equipment for public and 
private use for about $1,400.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove these 
climbers from use and contact the firm for a free repair 
kit. 
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CFMOTO All-Terrain Vehicles 

Hazard: The fuel hose can crack and 
fuel can leak from the vehicle, posing a 
fire hazard. 

This recall involves 2016-2018 
CFORCE 400, 2017-2018 CFORCE 
500S and 2017-2018 CFORCE 500HO 
ATVs with 400cc to 500cc, 4-cycle 
engines. The “CFMOTO” logo is 
located on the front and rear grille, and 
a “CFORCE” decal is on each side of 

the fuel tank. CFMOTO CFORCE vehicles were sold in orange, blue, red and gray. The 
vehicle identification number (VIN) is located under the seat on the right side, top frame 
rail. These vehicles were sold at CFMOTO dealers for between $4,200 and $6,000.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ATVs and contact a 
CFMOTO dealer to schedule a free repair. 

Provata Activity Trackers 

Hazard: The activity tracker wristbands can overheat while the user is wearing it or 
when charging, posing a burn hazard. 

This recall involves the Provata activity fitness tracker. The wristbands were given to 
consumers as a promotional giveaway and feature a digital display, a charging terminal, a 
heart rate and step detector with Bluetooth technology. 
They were distributed in three colors: black, blue or 
mint green. The packaging displays the word “Provata” 
and “Activity Tracker” printed on the front cover. 
These trackers were distributed free at wellness events.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop wearing 
or charging the recalled wristbands and contact Provata 
Health for instructions on how to receive a free 
replacement wristband. 
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Polaris Recreational Vehicles 

Hazard: The front lower control arms can 
separate, posing a crash hazard. 

The recall involves model year 2018 Polaris 
Ranger 500, Ranger 570, Ranger EV and 
Ranger EV LI-ION recreational off-highway 
vehicles. The Ranger 500 vehicles were sold 
in red and green. They have “POLARIS” 
stamped on the front grille, “500” decals on 
the front fenders, and “Ranger” decals on 
the rear fenders. The Ranger 570 vehicles 
were sold in two- and four-seat models in 

green, blue, and camo. They have “POLARIS” stamped on the front grille, “570” decals 
on the front fenders, and “Ranger” decals on the rear fenders. The Ranger EV vehicles 
were sold in gray and camo. They have “POLARIS” stamped on the front grille and 
“Ranger” decals on the rear fenders. The Ranger EV LI-ION vehicles were sold in camo. 
They have “POLARIS” stamped on the front grille and “Ranger” decals on the rear 
fenders. The Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) and model number may be found on a 
label inside the left rear wheel well. These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers 
nationwide for between $9,000 and $12,500.  

Remedy: Consumer should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact a 
Polaris dealer to schedule a free repair. 

Polaris RZR Recreational Vehicles 

Hazard: In the event of a high-speed 
rollover, the vehicle’s rollover protection 
structure (ROPS) can fracture, providing 
inadequate protection during a rollover. 

This recall involves model year 2018 RZR 
XP Turbo S recreational off-highway 
vehicles (ROVs) sold in red and blue. The 
recalled vehicles have “POLARIS” printed 
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on the front grille, “POLARIS” printed 
beneath the doors, and “RZR” printed on 
the rear fenders. The vehicle identification 
number (VIN) and model number can be 
found on a label affixed to the vehicle 
frame in the left front wheel well. Affected 
model numbers include Z18VEL92BR and 
Z18VEL92BK. These vehicles were sold at 
Polaris dealers nationwide for about 
$27,500.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled ROVs and contact a Polaris dealer to schedule a free repair. 

Confer In-Pool Step Systems 

Hazard: Children’s limbs can become entrapped in 
the side openings of the step systems, posing a 
drowning hazard.  

This recall involves three models of in-pool step 
systems with curved steps for in-ground and 
aboveground pools. The steps and handrails are made 
of gray and beige plastic.  The manufacturing/date 
code is located on the side walls of each step. Affected 
models include all #CCX-AG, #CCX-IG, and #CCX-
ADD models manufactured from 2013-2018. These 
step systems were sold at pool supply stores 
nationwide and online for between $200 and $400.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled pool step systems and contact Confer 
Plastics for a free repair kit. The repair kit will include 
additional panels to prevent entrapment and 
installation instructions. 
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Polaris ACE and Ranger 
Recreational Vehicles 

Hazard: The front suspension lower ball 
joint can separate, posing a crash hazard. 

This recall involves model year 2017-2018 
Polaris ACE 150 and model year 2018 
Polaris Ranger 150 recreational off-highway 
vehicles. The recalled vehicles were sold in 

red and white. The recalled ACE 150 vehicles have “POLARIS” stamped on the front 
grille, a “POLARIS” decal on the bottom of the cab frame and an “ACE” decal on the 
rear fender. The recalled Ranger 150 vehicles have “POLARIS” stamped on the front 
grille, a “150” decal on the front fender and a “RANGER” decal on the rear fender. The 
model number is printed on the emissions label on the frame in the right front wheel well. 
Affected model numbers include A17HAA15A7, A17HAA15B7, A18HAA15B2, 
A18HZA15B4, and A18HAA15B7. These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers 
nationwide for between $3,800 and $5,000.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact a 
Polaris dealer to schedule a free repair. 

Rollerblade Helmets 

Hazard: The helmets fail to meet the federal standard, posing a risk of head injury. 

This recall involves Rollerblade-branded Helmets R Us helmets, used in schools’ 
physical education programs. The recalled helmets are white and Rollerblade is printed 
on the side in black. They were manufactured from September 2011 through April 2017. 
Model 16, SK-501N and the manufactured date (in MM/YYYY format) are printed on a 

label on the inside of the helmet. These helmets were sold 
nationwide for about $16.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled 
helmets and contact Helmets R Us to receive a free replacement 
helmet. 
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Stargaze Camping Chairs 

Hazard: The plastic joint supports 
attached to the legs of the chairs can 
break, posing a fall hazard. 

This recall involves the Stargaze 
Recliner, Stargaze Recliner Low, and Stargaze Recliner Luxury lifestyle camping chairs. 
These portable swinging and reclining outdoor chairs have an aluminum frame and black 
and gray monofilament mesh seat, and weigh between five and seven pounds. They were 
sold in four colors: birch leaf green, graphite, verdigris (teal) and Sedona (red). They 
come in a black, padded carrying case, and are used as a portable seat for camping and 
outdoor activities. The model name is printed on the pocket on the inside right side of the 
seat. The NEMO name and logo is attached to the back of the seat as a stitched logo. The 
three manufacturing lots included in this recall are marked with November 2017, 
December 2017, March 2018 or May 2018 date codes. The date code can be found on the 
plastic hub located on the inside edge of the leg strut. The date code is in a clock format: 
The numbers around the circle correspond to the 12 months of the year, the arrow points 
to the month of manufacture and the numbers on either side of the arrow represent the 
last two digits of the year. These chairs were sold at retailers nationwide and online for 
between $180 and $200.  

Remedy:  Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chairs and contact 
NEMO Equipment for a free inspection and, if necessary, a free replacement chair. 

Can-Am Outlander and 
Renegade ATVs 

Hazard: Fuel can spray from the 
fuel tank when opening the gas cap, 
posing a fuel leak and fire hazard.  

This recall involves model year 
2018 Can-Am Outlander and 
Renegade all-terrain vehicles sold in 
a variety of colors. Can-Am and the 
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model name are printed on the side panels of the vehicles. The vehicle identification 
number (VIN) is printed on the frame under the seat in the middle and on the frame 
behind the right front wheel. The following models are included in the recall: 
OUTLANDER 450, 570 and 650; OUTLANDER 6X6 DPS 650; OUTLANDER 6X6 XT 
1000; OUTLANDER DPS 450, 570, 650, 850 and 1000R; OUTLANDER DPS LE 570; 
OUTLANDER MAX 450 and 570; OUTLANDER MAX DPS 450, 570 and 650; 
OUTLANDER MAX LTD 1000R; OUTLANDER MAX WIN 650 and 850; 
OUTLANDER MAX XT 570, 650, 850 and 1000R; OUTLANDER MAX XT LE 650; 
OUTLANDER MAX XTP 850 and 1000R; OUTLANDER MOS 450,  570 and 1000R; 
OUTLANDER WIN 650 and 850; OUTLANDER XT 570, 650, 850 and 1000R; 
OUTLANDER XTP 850 and 1000R; OUTLANDER XXC 1000R; RENEGADE 570, 
850 and 1000; and RENEGADE XXC 850 and 1000R. These vehicles were sold at Can-
Am dealers nationwide for between $6,000 and $16,500.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact a 
BRP Can-Am ATV dealer for a free repair. 

L.L.Bean Allagash Fixed Blade Hunting Knife and Sheath

Hazard: The knife blade can cut through the protective leather sheath, posing a 
laceration hazard. 

This recall involves the Allagash fixed blade hunting knife with sheath. The sheath 
measures 7 inches long by 2 inches wide, is made of brown leather and contains white 
stitching down one side. The knife blade measures 3.55 inches long by 1 inch wide, is 
made of stainless steel and is attached to a light brown handle. L.L.Bean is embossed on 
the brown leather sheath and engraved on the top 
of the knife blade near handle on one side. The 
recalled knife with sheath has the product 
identification number 501794 printed on the 
green box in which the knife is packaged. These 
knives were sold by L.L.Bean for about $90.   

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the knife with sheath, and cover and store 
in a safe area out of the reach of children. 
Contact L.L.Bean for a free replacement sheath. 
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Nerf Battle Racer Go-Karts 

Hazard: The steering wheel on the 
go-kart can detach, break or crack 
while in use, posing a laceration 
and/or collision hazard to children. 

This recall involves the Nerf Battle 
Racers, a four-wheel pedal powered 
go-kart for children ages 4 to 10. 
The wheels are black and orange. It 
measures approximately 50 inches 
long by 27 inches high by 24 inches 

wide. The model number T91869, and the date of manufacture is printed on a white 
sticker located on the underside of the seat. Only go-karts with a date of manufacture 
between 01/2016 and 03/2017 are being recalled. These go-karts were sold for between 
$200 and $300.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled go-karts and contact 
Hauck for a new steering wheel. 

Polaris Ranger XP Recreational Vehicles 

Hazard: The center seat belt bracket can separate from the frame, posing an injury 
hazard to the riders. 

This recall involves model year 
2016 and 2017 Polaris Ranger XP 
recreational off-highway vehicles 
(ROVs) sold in a variety of colors. 
The ROVs have “POLARIS” 
printed on the front grill, “XP” on 
the front fenders, and “RANGER” 
on the rear fenders. The vehicle 
identification number (VIN) is 
printed on a label on the driver-side 
frame of the vehicle, between the 
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cargo box and left rear tire. The following model numbers are included in the recall: 
R16RTA87A1, R16RTA87A4, R16RTA87A9, R16RTE87A1, R16RTE87A4, 
R16RTE87AK, R16RTE87AM, R16RTE87AS, R16RTE87AV, R16RTE87A9, 
R17RTA87A1, R17RTA87A9, R17RTE87A1, R17RTE87A4, R17RVA87A1, 
R17RTA99A1, R17RVA99A1, R17RVE87A9, R17RTE99AS, R17RTE99AW, 
R17RTE99AY, R17RTE99A9, R17RVE99A9, R17RVE99AS, R17RVE99AY, 
R17RTM99AM, and R17RVM99AM. These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers 
nationwide for between $12,000 and $20,000.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact a 
Polaris dealer to schedule a free inspection and repair.  

Polaris Phoenix 200 ATVs 

Hazard: The throttle limiter can fail due to damage during shipping, posing a crash 
hazard. 

This recall involves all model year 2014 through 2017 Phoenix 200 all-terrain vehicles. 
“Polaris” is stamped on the front grill and on the sides of the ATV seats, and “Phoenix 
200” is stamped on the side panels. The ATVs were sold in blue and gray. Model 
numbers A14PB20AF, A15YAP20AF, A16YAP20AF and A17YAP20A8 are included in 
this recall. The model number is located on the vehicle frame. To check for recalled 
vehicles by vehicle identification number (VIN) visit www.polaris.com. These vehicles 

were sold at Polaris dealers 
nationwide for about $3,600. 

Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the 
recalled ATVs and contact 
Polaris for instructions on 
how to inspect for a damaged 
throttle limiter, and, if 
damaged, to schedule a free 
repair. 
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Can-Am Outlander ATVs

Hazard: The dynamic power steering 
shaft can break and result in a loss of 
steering control, posing a crash hazard to 
consumers. 

This recall involves model year 2017 Can-
Am Outlander and Outlander Max all-
terrain vehicles equipped with a dynamic 
power steering (DPS) and a 450 or 570 
engine. The vehicles were sold in various colors. The model name is printed on the side 
panels of the vehicles. The vehicle identification number (VIN) is printed on the frame 
under the seat in the middle and on the frame behind the right front wheel. These vehicles 
were sold at Can-Am dealers nationwide for between $6,000 and $9,750.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact a 
BRP Can-Am ATV dealer for a free repair.  

Polaris RZR XP 1000 Recreational Vehicles 

Hazard: If the exhaust silencer fatigues and cracks, the heat shield may not manage heat, 
which may lead to melting of nearby components or fire. 

This recall involves Model Year 2014-18 Polaris RZR XP 1000 recreational off-highway 
vehicles (ROVs). The ROVs have “POLARIS” stamped on the front and back grilles, and 

“Polaris,” “RZR,” “1000,” & “XP” 
stickers on the side panels. These 
vehicles have been sold at Polaris 
dealers nationwide since 2013.  

Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop riding the affected 
vehicles and contact a Polaris dealer 
for a free repair. 
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Honda Recreational Vehicles 

Hazard: The muffler can overheat, 
causing the plastic heat shield to 
melt or catch fire, posing a fire and 
burn hazard to consumers. 

This recall involves all model year 
2016 through 2017, and some model 
year 2018 Honda Pioneer 1000 
Vehicles. The recalled vehicles were 
sold in various colors including: red, 
blue, green, gray and yellow. The 
name “HONDA” is on the front, sides and the rear of the vehicle. The model name 
Pioneer 1000 is printed on a label located on both sides of the vehicle, near the rear.  The 
serial number (VIN #) is stamped in the frame at the left rear, below the tilt-up bed/seat. 
The following model numbers and serial number ranges are being recalled: 2016 Pioneer 
1000 3P with VIN 1HFVE04**G4000001 --- 1HFVE04**G4008403, 2016 Pioneer 1000 
5P with VIN 1HFVE04**G4000001 --- 1HFVE04**G4010507, 2017 Pioneer 1000 3P 
with VIN 1HFVE04**H4100001 --- 1HFVE04**H4102101, 2017 Pioneer 1000 5P with 
VIN 1HFVE04**H4100001 --- 1HFVE04**H4103000, 2018 Pioneer 1000 3P with VIN 
1HFVE04**G4200001 --- 1HFVE04**G4203360, and 2018 Pioneer 1000 5P with VIN 
1HFVE04**G4200001 --- 1HFVE04**G4207379. These vehicles were sold at 
authorized Honda dealers nationwide for between $14,000 and $22,000.  

Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the recalled 
ROVs and contact an authorized 
Honda Powersports dealer to 
schedule an appointment for a free 
inspection and repair.  
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Louis Garneau Bicycle Helmets 

Hazard: The bicycle helmets do not comply with the impact 
requirements of the federal safety standard for bicycle 
helmets, posing a risk of head injury. 

This recall involves Louis Garneau Course Helmets with 
model number LG1261 printed on the inside of the helmet. “Garneau,” “Course” and 
“LG” are printed on both sides of the recalled bicycle helmets. The manufacturer’s date 
and serial number are printed on a sticker inside the helmet: Lot 2016-09 range 712713 to 
712955; lot 2016-09 range 713088 to 713195; lot 2016-09 range 713298 to 713783; lot 
2016-09 range 713859 to 713948; lot 2016-09 range 714284 to 714433; lot 2015-11 
range 719591 to 719740; lot 2015-09 range 716198 to 716560; lot 2015-09 range 716621 
to 717010; and lot 2015-09 range 717122 to 718070.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled helmets and contact 
Louis Garneau for instructions on how to receive a free replacement helmet.  

Polaris RZR XP 4 Turbo 

Hazard: The return fuel line can be improperly secured which can cause fuel to leak, 
posing a fire hazard. 

This recall involves Polaris model year 2018 RZR XP 4 Turbo recreational off-highway 
vehicle (ROVs) with seating for four. “POLARIS” is printed on the front grill, “DOHC 
TURBO” and “EPS” on the front fenders, “POLARIS RZR XP” on the rear fenders, 
“POLARIS” along the bottom edge of the passenger compartment, and “POLARIS” on 

the rear light assembly. The 
VIN is printed on the right 
rear frame of the vehicle. 

Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the 
recalled ROVs and contact a 
Polaris dealer for a free 
inspection and repair.  
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Arctic Cat Recreational 
Off-Highway Vehicles 

Hazard: The winch solenoid 
located under the operator seat 
can overheat, posing a fire 
hazard.  

This recall involves all 2017 
Arctic Cat Wildcat Trail SE 
(Special Edition) and Wildcat 
Sport SE ROVs with winch 
solenoids installed as original 
equipment and winch accessory 
kits sold separately for use on 
2014 through 2017Arctic Cat Wildcat Sport and Wildcat Trail ROVs.  The ROVs have 
four wheels, side-by-side seating for two people, and have a black chassis. “Wildcat 
Trail” or “Wildcat Sport” is printed on each side of the vehicle. In addition, Special 
Edition ROVs have “SE” printed on each side. These vehicles were sold at Arctic Cat 
dealers nationwide for about $17,000. The winch accessory kits were also sold separately 
for between $200 and $600. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact 
Arctic Cat to schedule a free repair.  
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INNOCHEER Children’s Musical Instrument Sets 

Hazard: Paint on some instruments 
contains levels of lead that exceed 
the federal lead paint ban.  

This recall involves INNOCHEER 
children’s musical instruments sets. 
The 18-piece instrument sets have 
one xylophone, two mallets, two 
maracas, one jingle stick, one sleigh 
bell, four shaker eggs, two finger 
castanets, one rainbow bell stick, 
one mini tambourine and one triangle with striker. The instruments set comes 
inside a clear plastic bag that measures about 8.9 inches by 8.9 inches by 3.2 
inches and has a green trim and a yellow zipper and handles. INNOCHEER is 
printed in green on the front of the bag. These sets were sold on Amazon.com for 
between $21 and $33.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled instrument sets 
and carrying case and contact Creative Sto for a full refund. 

Green Sprouts Flower Rattle 

Hazard: Pieces of the rattle can detach, posing a choking 
hazard to children.  

This recall involves the Green Sprouts brand flower rattle 
made from wood. The recalled multi-colored rattles are made 
from natural wood and measure 2.5 inches long by 2.5 inches 
wide by 4 inches high. Attached to the circular handle are 
three round wooden balls shaped like flowers, including one 
that contains a silver metal bell, all attached with an elastic 
cord. “Green Sprouts,” “Made in Taiwan” and a date code 
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number (14714 or 21815) are printed on the circular rattle handle. These rattles 
were sold at Whole Foods Market and other stores as well as online at 
Amazon.com and other websites for about $15.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled rattles away from 
children and contact i play for instructions on how to receive a $50.00 coupon code 
to redeem toward the purchase of new products and shipping costs. 

Mason and Billy Action Dolls 

Hazard: The joints on the vinyl dolls can break, creating broken pieces that pose a 
choking hazard to young children. 

This recall involves four styles of Boy Story action dolls. They include the Mason 
and Billy Action Dolls, and the Mason and Billy HeForShe Special Edition Action 
Dolls. The recalled dolls are vinyl and measure 4 inches long by 7 inches wide by 
18 inches high. They also came with outfits consisting of a button-up shirt, white t-

shirt and jeans. Boy Story LLC is stamped on the left 
foot of each doll. These dolls 
were sold online at 
biddleandbob.com and at 
specialty retailers for about 
$100.  

Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately take the recalled 
dolls away from children and 
contact Boy Story LLC for 
instructions on how to receive 
a full refund of the purchase 
price. 
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BSN SPORTS Rubber 
Critter Toys 

Hazard: The orange and yellow 
surface paint on the rubber critter 
toys contains levels of lead that 
exceed the federal lead paint ban. 

This recall involves all rubber critter toys sold in various colors and animal shapes 
including octopus, alligators, chickens, frogs, pigs, penguins and cows. The toys 
were sold individually and in sets ranging from two to 24 rubber critters in catalogs 
and online for $10 per toy or up to $145 for a set.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled rubber critter toys away 
from children and contact BSN SPORTS for a merchandise credit. 

Pull-Back Speedy Jets 

Hazard: The rubber tires can separate from the wheels, posing a choking hazard 
for young children.  

Th e Pull-Back Speedy Jet is a wooden toy airplane with a blue painted body, 
natural wood wings and plastic wheels with black rubber tires. The toy has a pull-
back feature that propels the plane forward. The model number and lot code are 
printed on the bottom of the plane. The recall only includes toy planes with lot 

code 155400 EJ. These jets were 
sold at retailers nationwide for about 
$8.  

Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately take the recalled toy 
away from children and return it to 
the store where purchased or contact 
Manhattan Toy for a full refund. 
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Munchkin Waterpede Bath Toy 

Hazard: The bath toy can break apart exposing small parts, 
posing a choking hazard to young children.  

This recall involves Munchkin’s Waterpede bath toys. The 
one piece multi-colored Centipede -shaped toy allows water 
to be scooped from the top, and flows through the chambers 
of bottom. The bath toy is 100% plastic and is for children six 
months and up. These bath toys were sold at retailers 
nationwide and online for between $5 and $7.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the bath toy 
away from young children and contact Munchkin for a free 
replacement bath toy of comparable value. 

Petit Collage Wooden Xylophones 

Hazard: The ball on the end of the toy xylophone beater stick can separate, posing 
a choking hazard to young children. 

This recall involves Petit Collage musical jumbo wooden xylophones. They are 
musical instrument toys for children. The recalled toy xylophone has a wooden 
base shaped like the profile of an elephant with five different colored metal keys 
and a wooden beater stick with a red wooden ball attached to one end. “Petit 
Collage” and “TT.1902.0617” are printed on the bottom back of the xylophone. 

Only xylophones with this 
letter/number combination are 
included in the recall.  

Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately take the recalled toy 
xylophone beater sticks away from 
children, stop using them and 
contact Wild & Wolf for a free 
replacement beater stick. 
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My First Porsche Wooden Cars 

Hazard: The wheels and axles can detach 
from the wooden toy car, posing a choking 
hazard. 

This recall involves a blue wooden toy 
Porsche car with tan wheels. The Porsche 
crest is printed on the front of the recalled 
toy cars. “PORSCHE” is printed on both sides of the recalled toy cars. The 
underside of the toy has “BAJO” and a lot number printed on it. The following lot 
numbers are included in this recall: 011215, 020916, 031017, 031114, 031116, 
040116, 040416, 040516, 041217, 051015, 061117, and 090915. These cars were 
sold by Porsche for about $25.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled toy cars, take 
them away from young children and contact a local authorized Porsche dealer to 
return the recalled toy car and receive a full refund. 

Colorations Extra-Large Crayons 

Hazard: The red crayons in the multi-
color sets can contain glass, posing a 
laceration hazard to the user. 

This recall involves Colorations brand 
200 extra-large crayon sets, including 25 
red crayons. The crayons were packaged 
in a purple and yellow box with the 
Colorations logo printed on the box. 
These sets were sold online for about 
$36.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled crayons and 
contact Discount School Supply to obtain 
a free full replacement set. 
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Creatology Spin Art Kits 

Hazard: The battery compartment in the 
spin art kit can overheat. 

This recall involves spin art kits sold 
under the Michaels private brand 
Creatology. The 34-piece kit includes one 
battery-operated spin art wheel with 
cover, paint, paint brushes, and paper. The 
recalled kits are blue and have SKU number 197861 and one of the following UPC 
codes printed on the barcode on the box: 042409093252, 042409930601, 
042409093115, 042409093061, 042409931141, 069545093113, and 
400100663486.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled spin art kits away from 
children, stop using them and return them to any Michaels store for a full refund. 

Creatology Pottery Wheel Kits 

Hazard: The battery compartment in the pottery wheel kit can overheat. 

This recall involves pottery wheel kits sold under the Michaels private brand 
Creatology. The 16-piece kit includes a battery-operated pottery wheel, 2 bags of 
clay, 4 molding tools, 6 paints, 2 paint brushes, and a sponge. The recalled pottery 
wheel kits are blue and have SKU number 078859 and one of the following UPC 

codes printed on the barcode on the back 
of the box: 0400100663462, 
0042409006603, 0042409006702, 
0042409006757, 0069545670017, and 
0886946767692.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
take the recalled pottery kits away from 
children, stop using them and return them 
to any Michaels store for a full refund. 
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Playtime Pals Pop-Up Tents 

Hazard: The fiberglass rod that 
supports the tent can break, 
splinter and become sharp, posing 
a laceration hazard to consumers. 

This recall involves the Playtime Pals Pop-Up Hideaway Hut animal themed 
children’s tent. The tent has four animal themes: hippo (pink), dog (brown), shark 
(blue) and tiger (orange). All have a fiberglass rod that springs to deploy the tent to 
shape and provides the support for the nylon shell. These tents were sold 
exclusively at Home Depot stores nationwide for about $13.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled tents and return 
them to Home Depot for a full refund or store credit. 

Radio Flyer eWagons 

Hazard: Improper wiring can activate the wagon’s motor unintentionally.. 

This recall involves Radio Flyer’s eWagon children’s battery-operated electric 
wagons. When force is applied to the wagon’s electric handle, the motor activates 
to power the wagon. The foldable wagon is constructed of red and gray fabric and 

a steel frame and measures about 
41 inches long, 25 inches wide, 
and 42 inches tall. Only wagons 
with model number 3912/3912A 
are included in this recall. The 
model number can be found on 
the handle warning label located 
near the pivoting joint.  

Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the 
recalled wagons and contact 
Radio Flyer for a full refund. 
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Clay Craft Kits 

Hazard: Mold can be present in 
the clay, posing a risk of 
respiratory or other infections in 
individuals with compromised 
immune systems, damaged lungs 
or an allergy to mold. 

This recall involves “totally me!” 
clay craft kits. Model number 
AD11244 is printed on the 
bottom of the box. The “totally 
me!” logo is printed on the front of the craft kit box. These kits were sold at Toy 
“R” Us stores and online for about $10. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled craft kits. 

Vtech Shake & Sing Elephant Rattles 

Hazard: The ears on the elephant rattles can break off, posing a choking hazard to 
young children. 

This recall involves Vtech Shake and Sing Elephant rattle with model number 80-
184800. The rattle has a purple elephant with yellow and blue ears at one end and a 
black and white plastic teething ring at the other end. VTech is stamped on the 

elephant. The rattle is about seven inches long and the 
number 1848 is printed on the back of the rattle 
adjacent to the battery door. The rattle sings when a 
button is switched on. These rattles were sold in stores 
nationwide and online for about $8. 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled rattles and contact VTech for a full refund 
or credit for a replacement product. 
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Pokemon Fidget Spinner Keychains 

Hazard: The center post on the fidget spinner can become 
loose or fall out, posing a choking hazard. 

This recall involves Pokemon fidget spinner keychains. The 
keychains have a silver metal key ring with a metal bar 
attached to it with a Pokemon-themed fidget spinner on the 
end of the metal bar. The fidget spinner is red and white in 
the center and yellow around the outside. They measure 
about ½ inch high by 2 1/2 inches wide by 4 ½ inches long.  

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled keychains and contact Fashion Accessory Bazaar 
for instructions on how to receive a full refund. 
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Related Resources 

Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services – 
www.FreshFromFlorida.com  

Provides information about Florida’s agriculture industry as well as 
charities registered to solicit funds in Florida  

Florida Department of Health – www.FloridaHealth.gov 
Provides information about meat, poultry, and other recalls that 
might affect Floridians 

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission – www.CPSC.gov 
Provides a comprehensive list of items recalled by their 
manufacturers 

U.S. Department of Agriculture – www.USDA.gov 
Provides information about meat and poultry recalls, food security, 
and health tips 

U.S. Food and Drug Administration – www.FDA.gov 
Provides information on food, pet food, drug, and medical 
equipment recalls 

Better Business Bureau – www.BBB.org 
Provides information on legitimacy of charities and other organizations 
and businesses 
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